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ABSTRACT 
Electromagnetic wave propagation and scattering in a sphere 
composed of an inhomogeneous medium having random variations in its 
permittivity are studied by utilizing the Born approximation in 
solving the vector wave equation. The variations in the permittivity 
are taken to be isotropic and homogeneous, and a r e spatially charac-
terized by a Gaussian correlation function . Temporal variations in 
the medium are not considered. 
Two particular problems are considered: i) finding the far-
zone electric field when an electric or magnetic dipole is situated 
at the center of the sphere, and ii) finding the electric field at 
the sphere's center when a linearly polarized plane wave is incident 
upon it. Expressions are obtained for the mean-square magnitudes of 
the scattered field components; it is found tha t the me an of the 
product of any two transverse components vanishes. The cases where 
the wavelength is much shorter than correlation distance of the 
medium and where it is much longer than it are both considered. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The study of electromagnetic wave propagation in a turbulent 
medium has been assuming increasing importance in r ecent years . The 
advent of the laser and the employment of laser beams in various types 
of communication systems is perhaps the major factor which has given 
increased impetus to this area of research . The effects of atmospheric 
turbulence, which could usually be neglected at. longer wavelengths, 
became important in analyzing the performance and limitations of a 
system operating at optical wavelengths. 
The problem of detecting clear air turbulance, a subject of 
considerable importance to the airline industry, has also spurred 
research in electromagnetic wave propagation in a turbulent medium. 
Here the interest largely centers on the effects that turbulence has 
on waves of radar frequencies and on the factors that influence these 
effects[!]. 
Early work in the area of wave propagation in a turbulent 
medium was related to the subject of over-the-horizon propagation of 
radio waves and to the field of astronomy. In 1950, considering the 
problem of tropospheric turbulence, Booker and Gordon [2] derived an 
expression for the scattering cross-section per unit volume of a 
medium whose random variations in permittivity were characterized by 
an exponential correlation function. That same year another article 
by Booker, Ratcliffe, and Shinn [3] considered the problem of fluctua-
tions of a wave reflected by the ionosphere by analyzing the diffrac-
tion from a plane screen which had random variations in its 
transmission characteristics. Chandrasekhar [4], in a 1952 article, 
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developed a theory on the scintillation of stars by using geometrical 
optics to analyze the propagation of light through a medium with random 
variations in the index of refraction. 
Much of the present day work being done on wave propagation i n 
a turbulent medium is based on methods employed by Tatarski [5]. 
Tatarski, utilizing Kolmogorov's work on the physics of turbulence , 
applied Rytov's method (which Tatarski called the method of smooth pe r-
turbations) and spectral expansions to obtain structure functions for 
the phase and the ·logarithm of the amplitude for the case of a plane 
wave incident on a turbulent medium with a plane boundary. Other 
methods currently being used to attack the problem are reviewe d in a 
recent article by Strohbehn [6]. 
All of the methods now employe d in analyzing wave propagation i n 
a turbulent medium begin with a scalar wave equation for the polarize d 
component of the scattered field . In deriving the scalar wave equation 
it i s assumed that the change in polarization of the scattered field i s 
negligible. Generally, no attempt is made to calculate the depolarized 
components of the field. The method used i n this work is novel i n tha t 
solution proceeds directly from the vector wave equation. The solution s 
for the polarized and depolarized components of the scatte red fie l d are 
placed on an equal footing; no assumpti ons are made regarding the ir 
relative magnitudes. 
The subject which will be considered is that of electromagnetic 
propagation and scattering by a sphere composed of a medium possessing 
random vari ations i n i ts pe rmittivity. These variations are assumed to 
arise from turbulent motions of the medium; however, the velocity of 
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the turbulence is assumed to be sufficiently low so that temporal 
variations in the permittivity may be neglected. The variations in 
the permittivity are taken to be homogeneous and isotropic, and they 
will be characterized spatially by a Gaussian correlation function. 
The mean permittivity of the sphere will be assumed to be equal to 
that of the surrounding medium. 
The subject will be dealt with by utilizing the Born approxi-
mation in solving the vector wave equation. The problem which will be 
treated first is that of finding the far-zone radiation pattern for the 
cases where electric and magnetic dipoles are situated at the center of· 
the sphere. In particular, expressions will be obtained for the en-
semble averages of the squares of the magnitudes of the components of 
the scattered electric field. Next, the converse problem of finding the 
electric field at the center of the sphere when a linearly polarized 
plane wave is incident upon it will be considered. In both of these 
problems, the cases where the wavelength is much greater than the 
correlation distance of the medium and where it is much less than this 
distance will both be treated. 
The text begins by considering the wave equation and finding 
the form of its solution when the Born approximation is used. Next , a 
few pertinent aspects of random variables and correlation functions are 
noted. Then the problem of finding the far-zone scattered electric 
field for dipoles situated at the center of the sphere is considered. 
Finally, the problem of finding the scattered electric field generated 
at the sphere's center by an incident plane wave is treated. 
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II. SOLUTION OF THE WAVE EQUATION 
This work will be concerned with the problem of calculating 
the electric field E in a number of different situations. There-
fore, the basic equation for E , the wave equation, and a number of 
forms of its solution will now be examined. 
One begins by considering Maxwell's equations in a linear , 
isotropic, but not necessarily homogeneous medium. Only monochro-
matic waves will be of interest in this work; therefore, a time 
dependence of the form -iwt e may be assumed. 
Maxwell's equations have the following form: 
'V x E iwB 
'V x H = J - iwD 
'V • B 
'V • D 
0 
p . 
Under these conditions 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
In addition, one has the constitutive relations 
D £E 
B = µH. 
2.1 Derivation of the Wave Equation 
(2 . 5) 
(2 . 6) 
The wave equation for E will now be derived under the 
assumption that µ is a constant. Substitution of equation (2.6) 
into equation (2.1), and equation (2.5) into (2.2) yields, respec-
tively 
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V x E iwµ H (2 . 7) 
V x H = J - iwe:E . (2.8) 
By taking the curl of equation (2.7) and utilizing equation 
(2.8), one obtains 
2 -i wµJ + w µ e:E 
Letting k2 2 w µe: and rearranging terms, one obtains the usual form 
of the wave equation 
- 2 -V x V x E - k E = iwµJ • (2.9) 
2.2 Solution of the Wave Equation in a Homogeneous, Unbounded Medium 
The solution for E can be obtained through the use of the 
field potentials [7]. In an unbounded region whe re µ and £ a re 
constants, the result is 
E°Cr) iwµ{ f 
eiklr-r'I __ _ 
~~~~ J(r')dr' 
v 4n 1-r--r, I 
iklr-r'I J} 
e J(r')dr' 
4n lr-r' I 
(2.10) 
where V is the volume containing the source J • 
If the observation point r in equation (2.10) lies outside of 
the volume V , then the V operators may be brought inside the inte-
gral . Thus, 
E°Cr) = iwµ r f _e_ik_l_r_-r_'_I J (r') dr I + J 1z v [v. ( eik~r~r I I lv 4nlr-r' I v k 4nl r-r' I 
(2 . 11) 
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when r is an exterior point of V . 
One can define a dyadic operator I/ I/ which has the property 
Vil • (l)JC) I/ [IJ • (ljJC)] = (Vil ljJ) • C 
where C is a constant vector and ljJ is a scalar function. In rec-
tangular coordinates the operator is given by 
3 3 a2 
I/ I/ = l l e. e . ax.ax. i=l j=l 1 J 1 J 
where x 1 = x , x 2 = y , x 3 = z , and where e 1 , e 2 , e 3 are unit vec-
tors in the x,y,z directions, respectively. Use of the VI/ operator 
in equation (2.11) yields 
E(r) {I eikl r-r' I - - - I 1 eiklr-r' I - - -} iW)J - - J ( r I ) d r I + [ 2 I/ I/ -- - J . J ( r I ) d r I V 4TI I r-r' I V k 47T I r-r' I 
Let I represent the 
3 
identity dyadic, C • I I • C 
(2.12) 
c In 
particular, I l e. e. 
i=l 1 1 
Then (2.12) can be put into the form 
E(r) iW)J I [cl + \ Vil) 
v k 
Let 
rcr,r') (I+ \ Vil) 
k 
eiklr-r' I J __ 
• J(r') 
lr-r'I 
dr' (2.13) 
iklr-r' 1 
e (2.14) 
47Tlr-r' I 
f is known as the free space dyadic Green's function. Using this nota-
tion in (2.13), one obtains a compact expression for E : 
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i(r> = iwµ f r(r,r') · :J<r') dr'. 
v 
(2.15) 
Recall that in obtaining equation (2.15) it was assumed that the 
observation point r lay outside of V • However, since there will 
be occasion to determine E when it lies inside V , it would be 
convenient to have a similar expression for this case. Usi ng the 
results of Van Blade! [8], if f is replaced by 
then 
r· <r,r'> r<r,r') - ___!__ o<r-r') r 
3k2 ' 
i(r) = iwµ f r'(r,r') · J(r') dr' 
v 
(2.16) 
This is valid regardless of whether or not r lies within V • How-
ever, when r lies within V , the expression f f(r,r') • J(r')dr' is 
v 
assumed to mean the "principal value" [9] of the integral, i.e., the 
value obtained in the limit when one deletes from V a spherically 
shaped volume, centered at r , as the radius of this volume approaches 
zero. 
Another expression for E which will prove useful is one 
derived by Stratton and Chu [10]. The fields in the interior of any 
closed surf ace S are expressed in terms of the sources located 
within V , the volume bounded by S , and the values of the fields on 
S . The expression is 
E(r) J [iwµ J(r') 
v 
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eiklr-r' I 1 _ 
---- + - p(r')V' 
4nlr-r'I £ 
iklr-r' I 
_e ____ ] 
4nlr'-r' I 
dr' 
f [iwµn' x H(r') 
s 
ikl r-r' I 
_e ____ +(n' x H(r')) x V' e ikl r-r' I 
4TT I r-r' I 4n 1;_-r•1 
+ (n I • 
iklr-r'I 
E(r))V'(e )J 
4nl r-r' I 
dS' (2.17) 
where ;-• is the normal to S pointing out of V 
If all the sources can be contained within a sphere of finite 
radius, then equation (2.17) can also be used to find the field in the 
region exterior to S . In this case volume V is the exterior 
region, and -;;-• is directed into the interior of the surface. 
If the sources are zero in the neighborhood of the point r 
then equation (2.17) can be put into an alternate form that will prove 
to be more useful. Let 
c = f p(r'> v•ccr-.-r•> dr' 
v 
where G(r,r') iklr-r' I 14 1- -, I e TT r-r 
V'G(r,r') = -VG(r,r'), one has 
c = -f m<~D> vc<r,r'> dr'. 
(2.18) 
Due to the fact that 
Since V operates only on the r variables, not on the r' variables, 
this can be written as 
c -f v [p(r'> cc-r,r-•>1 dr' . 
v 
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It is permissible to change the order of integration and dif ferentia-
tion here. Hence, 
c = -'V J p(r') G(r,r') dr'. 
v 
Now by taking the divergence of equation (2.2), one obtains the equa-
tion of continuity 
v• · 'J<r') = iwp(r') 
Substitution of this into the expression for C yields 
c -1 I iw 'V 'V' ·'J<r'> c<r,r'> dr'. 
v 
Applying the vector identity 
'V'. c'J<r'> ccr,r'>1 = 'V' ·'Y<r'> c<r,r'>+ Yer'>. v•cc-r,-r·>, 
one finds that 
-1 J c = - 'V iw {v'. c'J<r'> ccr,r'>1 -'J<r'>. v'c<r,r'>l dr . 
v 
Using the divergence theorem, the volume integral over the first part 
of the integrand may be transformed into a surface integral. Thus 
c = ~! v f n' · 'J<r'> ccr,r'> ds' + ~w v J J(r'> -v•ccr:.r:•> ar'. 
s v 
But since 'V'G = -'VG and 'V • [J(r') G(r,r')] J(r') • 'VG(r ,r') , one 
has 
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C = ~~ '\/ f n' •J(r') G(r,r') dS' -~w '\/ f '\/ • [J(r') G(r,r ' )]dr'. 
s v 
Bringing the '\/ operators inside the integrals, one finds that 
c = - 1 f n' · "J<r') VG(r,r' )ds• -4-- J v{v . [J(r') G(r,r')]}dr'. iw iw 
s v 
But since '\/{'\/ • [J(r') G(r,r')]} ['V 'V G(r,r')] • J(r') , it has t hus 
been shown that 
J P <r') v G(r,r') cir' 
v 
= - n ' 1 1-iw 
s 
- 4-- I iw 
v 
• J"<r') v 'G (r,r') ds , 
[v v G(r,r') J • J"<r') dr' (2 . 19) 
Substitution of equation (2.19) into equation (2.17) yields 
"E<r) f [iwµ J"<r') G(r,r') - i~£ [VVG(r,r') l. J"<r')l dr' 
v 
f [iwµ n' XH(r') G(r,r') + (n' x E(r'))x 'V ' G(r,r') + 
s 
n'. E(r') 'V'G(r,r') - i~b: n'. J(r') 'V'G(r,r')] dS'. 
Recalling that I represents the identity dyadic and that 
this can be expressed as 
2 
w µ E: 
"E(r) 
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iwµ J [(I + ~O VV)G] • J dr' 
v 
I [iwµn'xnc+ (n'xi)xV'G+(n'·E)V'G-_!_(n'•J)V'G] ds '. J iWE 
s 
But since 
r(r,r') (i + 12 VV) G(r,r') ' 
k 
the expression for E becomes 
E(r) iwµ Jr . J dr' f [iwµn' x HG 
v s 
+ (n' xE)xV'G + <n' • 'E)v 'c 1 <n' •J)V'G] dS I. (2.20) iWE 
If all of the sources are contained in a sphere of finite radius, 
and if S is taken to be the sphere at infinity, then the surface 
integral can be shown to vanish and equation (2.2.0) reduces to equation 
(2.15).-
The far zone is the region where r >> r' and 2 kr' /r << 1 for 
every point r' at which J(r') # 0 • In this zone, equations (2.16) , 
(2.20) can be simplified. Since part of this work will consider the 
nature of certain far-zone fields, this simplification will now be 
derived. 
Consider 
r(r ,r') (I+ 12 VV) 
k 
e 
ik l r-r' I 
47Tlr-r' I 
By virtue of the form of the arguments in f, V may be replaced by 
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-'V' Thus, 
rcr,r') 
Now 
lr-r'I 
e 
iklr-r' 1 
4nlr-r' I 
2 
-r. r' 2 
r 
Assuming r >> r ' , one can make the approximation 
I- - I 1 2 - - r' 
2 
r - r ' rv r [ 1 - -z< 2 r • r ' - --2 ) ]= r - e • r' r 
where 
2 kr' /r 
Thus 
V' 
Hence, 
V' V' 
r r 
e is a unit vector in 
r 
<< 1, one obtains 
e 
iklr-r' I 
4n I r-r' I 
iklr-r' I 
e 
'\J 
4n lr-r' 1 
e 
iklr-r' I 
4nlr-r' I 
ikr 
'\J 
e 
4nr 
ikr 
_e __ V' 
4nr 
-ikeikr 
4nr 
e 
e 
r 
the direction of 
-ike . r ' 
e 
-ike 
V 'e 
r 
. r' 'k ikr r i e 
4nr 
-ike • r ' 
r 
r 
-ike 
e 
Then since 
. 
r 
e 
r' 
e 
r 
-ike • r' 
r 
Substitution of this into the expression for f(r ,r ' ) yields 
r(r,r') ikr -ike • e r 4Tir e 
r ' = [I - e e ] 
r r 
e 
r 
e 
r 
Now it is easily verified that any vector C satisfies the relation 
<1 - e e ) · c 
r r 
r<r,r'). "Y<r') 
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-e x (e x C) . Thus, in the far zone, 
r r 
ikr -ike • r' 
- :nr e r er x(er x J(r')). 
tions (2.15) a nd (2.20) become 
I -ike . -r· E(r) iwµ ikr e x <e x "J<r') > r dr' -4nr e e r r 
v 
-ike . r' 
E(r) -iwµ ikr f e xE~ XJ(r')) r dr' 4nr e e r r 
v 
ikr 
f e [ iwµ n I x H (r' ) - i k ( n I x E ( r' ) ) x e 4nr r 
s 
-ike . 
ikE~D ·E(r')) - k (n' ·"J<r'))e Je r - e +-
r WE r 
Hence, cqua-
(2. 21) 
r' 
dS'. (2.22) 
2.3 Solution of the Wave Equation in a Slightly Inhomogeneous Medium 
The wave equation (2.9) was derived under the assumption that µ 
was a constant. In Section 2.2 the solution of the wave equation in an 
unbounded medium was found under the additional assumption that £ was 
also a constant. In this section an approximate solution of the wave 
equation will be obtained for the case where £ is slightly inhomo-
geneous. This solution is the tool which will be used to treat the 
problems dealt with in this work. 
Now the wave equation is 
2 - -
w µe:(r) E iwµJ 
where e:(r) has been written to emphasize the fact that the 
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permittivity in the region is inhomogeneous. In particular, let 
where £1 
for all r 
£(r) 
and v are constants, lv l << 1 , and where 
Using a perturbation technique, it is assumed that 
E = 
(2.23) 
(2 . 24) 
Substituting the expressions for E , E(r) into the wave equation and 
1 . k2 2 b . etting = w µ£ 1 , one o tains 
or 
\I x \I x (E + 
0 
2- 2 - 2 
vEl+ \) E2+ ... )-k (Eo + VEl+ \) E2+ ... ) 
iwµJ 
iwµ J + k 2 ~EsbM+ v 2E1+ • • ·) . 
Equating terms with like powers in v yields 
\JX\JX E k 2E iwµ J 
0 0 
\I x \I x k 2"E 2'V -El k £ E 1 0 
\JX\JX k 2"E 2'V-E2 2 k £El 
From equation (2 .25) it can be seen that E 
0 
(2. 25) 
(2 . 26) 
is the solution 
for a homogeneous medium, i.e., t he solution when v = 0 • Next, from 
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equation (2.26), it can be seen that E1 is the solution of the wave 
equation when the quantity k 2 ~b /iWll acts as the source , and so on . 
0 
Now if V is sufficiently small, one can use the approximation 
(2.27 ) 
This is known as the Born approximation and it will be the device used 
to treat problems in this work. 
E1 can now be obtained through the use of the expressions derived 
earlier. One merely replaces and i wµJ by 
the interior of the inhomogeneous medium, equation (2 . 16) is used: 
Recalling that 
k
2 J r' <r,r') 
v 
I\, 
"E <r') £(-;' )dr' . 
0 
f'(r,r') = f(r,r') - - 1- o(r_:r') I , one obtains 
3k2 
In 
k2 J f(r,r') · E0 (r') ~<rDFdrD - ~ ~<rF E0 (r) 
v 
(2 . 28) 
If the inhomogeneity is finite in extent, and if the observation 
point is sufficiently distant from the region containing the inhomo-
geneity, then one can use the far-zone expressions for obtaining E1 
Application of equations (2.21) and (2.22) yields 
- - - 'V_ 
x (e x E (r'))E(r ' ) e 
r o 
-ike • r' 
r a-r• 
(2.29) 
s 
-k2 ikr 
4nr e 
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"' -ike 
x (e x E" (r') ) e (r' ) e r 
r o 
dr' 
e - ik(n ' • E" (r' ))e 
r 1 r 
"' -ike • r' 
-ik(;_-'·E(r')e(r'))e]e r dS '. 
o r 
(2 . 30) 
The equations of this part will serve as a starting point fo r 
dealing with the problems to be considered in this work. Before work 
on these problems can begin, however , some elementary aspects of random 
variables should be reviewed . This is done in the next part. 
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III. TREATMENT OF RANDOM FUNCTIONS 
In treating the problem of wave propagation in a turbulent 
medium, one must deal with quantities that are random functions. There-
fore, it will be helpful to examine briefly the method of handling 
these quantities. 
For the purposes of this work a random variable will be 
defined in a non-rigorous fashion as a variable whose values must be 
characterized statistically and cannot be given by a deterministic 
rule. Statistical characterization here denotes finding averages of 
various functions of the random variable or finding with what probabil-
ities the variable will assume various values or lie within various 
ranges of values. 
Now consider a variable w which is a function of position, 
i.e., w = w(r), and suppose that for each fixed value of r , w is a 
random variable. Then w is a random function and in particular it 
constitutes a random field. In general, the statistics of an arbitrary 
random field will vary from point to point. 
One means of characterizing the random field w is through the 
use of the correlation function which is defined by < w(r1 ) w(r2) > 
In this expression < > denotes ensemble average and r 1 , r 2 are two 
arbitrary points. The correlation function is symbolized by Rw(r1 ,r2). 
It may be that the correlation function of w(r) depends only 
upon the difference of the arguments, i.e., Rw(r1 ,r2) = Rw(r1-r2), and 
that the mean of w(r), defined as <w(r) > , is independent of r 
In such . a case the random field is said to be homogeneous. Furthermore, 
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the correlation of a homogeneous field w might only depend on the 
magnitude of the difference of the arguments, i .e., Rw(r1 ,r2) = 
In this case the field is isotropic as well as homo-
geneous. 
In the problems dealt with in this work, homogeneous , isotropic 
random fields will be encountered, and the correlation function will 
prove to be very useful. The Fourier transform of the correlation 
function, known as the spectral density, will also prove to be of con-
siderable value in this case . Letting S represent the spectral 
den~ityI and letting R be the correlation function of the homogeneous 
isotropic random field, S is given by 
S(K) -iK • r R(r) e dr (3 . 1) 
where the integration is performed over all space. Since R depends 
only on the magnitude of r , the angular integrations in the preceding 
expression can be performed at once and it can be seen that S will 
depend only on the magnitude of K • The complete transformation is 
thus specified by 
R(r) I S(K) iK • r e dK 
where the integration is performed over all K space, and 
S (K) = 1 
3 
J R(r) e -iK • r dr 
( 27T) 
If r = r 1- r 2 , then equation (3 . 2) yields 
(3. 2) 
(3 . 3 ) 
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(3. 4) 
As a final remark on random functions, it can be seen that any 
homogeneous, isotropic random field can be expressed as the sum of a 
constant plus another homogeneous, isotropic field whose mean is zero. 
In particular, if w(r) is a homogeneous, isotropic random field, one 
observes that 
w(r) 
Letting w = 1 <w(r) > , 
geneous, and letting 
w(r) 
where 
<w(r) > + 
which is a 
'\, -
w(r) = w(r) 
'\, -
w1 + w(r) 
[w(r) - <w(r) > J 
constant because w(r) 
- <w(r) > , one obtains 
'\, -
< w(r) > = <w(r) - <w(r) » = <w(r) > - <w(r) > 0 
and where 
is homo-
(3.5) 
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IV. SCATTERED FIELD OF A DIPOLE LOCATED AT THE CENTER OF A 
RANDOMLY-INHOMOGENEOUS DIELECTRIC SPHERE 
The problem of electromagnetic wave scattering by a sphere which 
h a s a dipole loca ted at its center will now be considered. The sphere 
is composed of a n inhomogeneous medium having random variations i n its 
permittivity. These variations are assumed to arise from turbulent 
motion of the medium; however, the physical factors responsible for t h e 
turbulence and for the shape of the volume are beyond the scope of this 
work. 
At any instant of time, the variations in the permittivity are 
assumed to constitute a homogeneous , isotropic random field. Further-
more, for the purposes of this work, the velocities characterizing the 
turbulence are assumed to be sufficiently low so that temporal varia-
tions in the permittivity may be neglected. 
Inside the sphere, the permittivity t:(r) is given by 
~- - ~ -
£1[1 + £(r)] where £ 1 = < t:(r) > and where E:(r) is a homogeneous, 
~- f~ - I isotropic random field with <t:(r) > = 0 , t:(r) <<< 1 . Furthermore, 
max 
~ -
E:(r) is assumed to hav e a Gaussian correlation function of the form 
2 2 2 
v exp [ -r I Q, ] where \)2 ~O 2 2 = < £ > = < £ > - £1 and where Q, , the corre-
lation distance, is much less than the radius R of the sphere, i.e. , 
i/R << 1 . Although it is more common now to characterize a turbulent 
medium through the use of the structure function derived in Kolmogorov ' s 
theory of turbulence [11], the Gaussian correlation function is still 
frequently employed [12,13,14] and it will be assumed h ere that its use 
is justified. 
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Outside the sphere the permittivity is equal to the constant £
1
, 
the mean value of the permittivity inside the sphe re . The permeability 
µ is assumed to be a constant everywhere . 
The coordinate system employed in the problem has its origin at 
the center of the sphere and has its z axis aligned with the dipole. 
By virtue of the symmetry of the problem, the observation point , i . e ., 
the point at which the fields are examined, may be chosen to lie in the 
x-z plane without loss of generality. The situation is illustrated in 
Fig. 4.1. In this figure, the vectors er , e 9 , e 0 at the observa-o 0 0 
tion point are unit vectors corresponding to a spher ical coordinate 
system. Spherical coordinates are illustrated in Fig. 4.2. 
4.1 Preliminary Development 
Some preliminary expressions to be used in dealing with the p r ob-
lem will now be developed. 
Let a current source J be situated inside the sphere . The 
quantities to be sought are the components of the electric field in the 
far zone (the precise meaning far zone for this problem will be consi-
dered shortly). Now it was stated earlier that the permittivity of 
~-
the medium of the sphere was given by £1 [1 + £(r)]. Provided that 
l~ErFf is sufficiently small, the Born approximation developed in 
max 
Section 2.3 can be used to obtain a solution. In particular, using 
equations (2.25), (2 . 26), (2.27), the total electric field will be 
assumed to be given by 
E (4.1) 
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Figure 4.1. Randomly-Inhomogeneous Sphere with a Dipole 
at the Center 
z 
x y 
Figure . 4. 2. Spherical Coordinate System 
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where Eo,El satisfy 
\jx\j x E k2 E iwµJ (4 . 2) 
0 0 
\jx\j x k 2E 
2 '\J_ (k2= 2 (4.3) El k E: E w lJE:l) 1 0 
In obtaining equations (4.1), (4 . 2), the parameter v that 
appears in Section 2.3 is assumed to be incorporated into both E1 , 
'V 
the scattered field, and E: • Reiterating part of the discussion of 
that section, E is the electric field generated by the sourc~ J 
0 
when all space is homogeneous with permittivity e:1 , and E1 is the 
2 'V-
k e: E /iwµ. 
0 
field generated when the source is given by Thus, the 
inhomogeneities of the sphere, when acted upon by the zeroth order 
field, become the new sources . Physically , E may be thought of as 
0 
generating electric dipoles in the medium of the sphere which in turn 
produce E1 . 
In Section 2.2 the far zone was defined as the region for which 
r >> r', kr' 2/r << 1 at every point r' for which the source 
J"cr ' ) =1 a In this case , for the E1 field, the entire sphe re acts 
as the source. Noting that the radius of the sphere is R and letting 
r be the location of the observation point, the far zone is thus 
0 
defined by 2 r >> R , kR /r << 1 
0 0 
or 
2 
r >> kR • 
0 
Under the assumption that the observation point lies in the f ar 
zone, equations (2.29) and (2.30) may be applied. Thus at the observa -
tion point 
field: 
r one obtains the following expressions for the scattered 
0 
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2 ikr -ike 0 
J er x 
'\, 
-k e [e x E (r)J r 41Tr E(r) e 0 r 0 
0 v 0 0 
2 ikr0 
J 
-il<.er 
-k e - (r) J '\, -41Tr e x [e x E E(r) e r r 0 
0 V' 0 0 
ikr 
e 41Tr 
0 f { iw µ ;- x "H1 (r) - ik[n x "E1 (r) J 
o S" 
X e 
r 
0 
-ik[n • (E1 (r) + £ (r) J e ~ErF} o r 
-ike • r 
e ro dS 
0 
. r 
dr (4.4) 
. r 
0 dr 
(4 . 5) 
The V in equation (4.4) is the entire volume of the sphere, 
while the V' in equation (4.5) is the volume of the sphere that remains 
when an arbitrary volume V" with surface S" is deleted from it. 
Let E1 be given by equation (4.4). It will be found that even 
in those instances where calculation for E1 begins with equation (4.5) , 
most of the following development will still be applicable . 
Let ea represent either one of the unit vectors 
let Ela be the component of E1 in the direction of ea 
equation (4.4) one obtains 
2 ikr0 
_-_k-:-e ___ J e/V 
41Tr '"" 
0 v 
{e x [e 
r r 
0 0 
x£ <r) n ~<rF 
0 
One notes that E1 (r ) r o 0 since er ·{e x [e XE <r)J} 
0 
E 
0 
Furthermore, if ea equals 
that 
for any 
e • {e 
a r 
0 
"E (r) 
0 
x [e x"E (r)J} 
r o 
0 
Hence, 
0 r r o 0 
ee or e0 ' 
0 0 
-e • E (r) a o 
0 
then it is 
ee ' e0 
0 0 
and 
Then from 
e 
-ike • r 
ro dr. 
-
0 for any 
easy to show 
El (r ) a o 
'\, -
2 ikr k e 0 
4nr 
0 
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__ '\,_ 
• E (r) £(r) 
0 
-iker • r 
e o dr (4. 6) 
Now £(r) is a random field whose spatial dependence cannot be 
explicitly given. Hence, equation (4.6) cannot be evaluate d as it 
'\, 
stands . However, the mean and correlation functions of £ are known 
and because of this it will now be shown that it is possible to cal-
culate certain averages of the field components . 
Taking 
< Ela > 
or 
the ensemble average of equation (4.6) 
2 ikr -iker •r < k e 0 I • "E Cr) '\, -= 41Tr e £(r) e 0 a 0 
2 ikr k e 0 
4nr 
0 
0 v 
I -e ·"E Cr) a o "' _ -iker • r < £(r) > e o 
v 
But < £ (r) > = . 0 • Hence , one finds that 
< "E1 Cr ) > a o 0 . 
yields 
dr> 
dr 
(4. 7) 
Since equation (4.7) holds for all the components of E1 , it is 
apparent that 
0 . (4. 8) 
This will be true for all the problems considered in this work. 
Now let 
e0 , and let 
0 
also represent either one of the unit vectors eg , 
0 
Then just E16 be the corresponding component of 
as in equation (4.6) one may write 
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-e . "E <r') ~<rDF B o 
-iker • r' 
e 0 dr'. 
The expression for < Ela (r
0
) b~B (r
0
) > can now be forme d: 
* - k4 
J 
'\.,_ -iker •r 
< E1 (r ) ElB ( r o) > = < 2 2 e • E (r) E(r) e 0 dr a o lfrrr r a 0 
0 v 
J eB --* -
I\.,_ iker • r I 
dr') x • E (r ') E (r 1 ) e 0 0 
v 
or 
(4 . 9) 
e • "E (r) e • E* (r') e -ike • (r-r') ro 
a o B o 
x < E (r) E (r') > dr dr' 
'\J _ '\., 
But < E(r) E(r') > Rtv( lr -r'I) where R,, is the correlation functio n 
'\., 
of E . Thus, 
* < El"'ElB > = 
""' 16rr2r 2 
0 
E E 
J J ea· E0 (r) e 8 • ~ErDF 
v v 
-iker • (r-r') 
e o 
x &v< lr-r' I) dr dr' . 
E 
(4 . 10) 
Since the correlation function o~ is assumed known , the inte-
grals in equation (4 . 10) may be evaluated at least in principle . 
Whe n a = S , equation (4.10) gives the mean square value of the 
a component of the scattered field. When a # B , equation (4 . 10) 
yields an average of the product of the two transverse components of 
the field. These are the specific quantities which will be sought in 
the analysis of the field. 
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In certain cases it will prove useful to express the correlation 
function used in equation (4.10) as a Fourier integral of the spectral 
density SS From equation (3.3) one has 
f iK • cr-r'> ~E lr-r' I) = p~EhF e dK 
where the region of integration is all of K space. Substitution of 
this into equation (4.10) yields 
- k 
4 
J J J e • "E (r) e • E* Cr') -ike • Cr-r') r 
- 1STqOr~ VV a o f3 o 
8.v(K) 
£ 
iK 
e 
. c-r--r· > 
e o 
dK dr dr' ( 4 .11) 
By changing the order of integration and rearranging tenns, one obtains 
or 
If a 
.X 
I J -ir • [e · "E (r)e (ker -iC) 0 ] a o 
v v 
ir'. Cke -K"> 
- ----*- r [ e • E (r I) e 0 ] dr dr' dK f3 0 
x 
S'V(K) 
€ 
-ir•(ke 
r 
e o 
f 
ir'·(ker -K) _} 
e . E*cr') e 0 dr' f3 0 
v 
-K) 
dr 
dK . 
f3 , then equation (4.13) becomes 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
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-ir· (ke -"K) 
• "E (r) e r 0 dr 
0 
2 
dK 
( 4 . 14) 
In perfonning some of the operations indicated in equations 
(4.10) and (4.14) it will be helpful if E is expressed in terms of 
0 
the unit vectors at the observation point er , e9 , e 0 0 0 0 
Now E 
0 
will be given initially in terms of the unit vectors er' e 9 , e 0 
Thus, one must express these latter vectors in tenns of the unit vec-
tors at the observation point. This is done in the following manner . 
Referring to Fig. 4 . 2, it can be easily shown that 
e sin Q cos 0 e + sin Q sin 0 e + cos Q e (4.15) 
r x y z 
eQ cos Q cos 0 e + cos Q sin 0 e - sin Q e (4.16) x y z 
e0 - sin 0 e + cos 0 e (4.17) x y 
In particular, at r = r 
' 
one has Q Q 
o' 0 00 0 ' and hence 0 
e sin Q e + cos Q e 
r 0 x 0 z (4 .18) 0 
eQ cos Q e - sin Q e 0 x 0 z (4.19) 0 
e0 e 
0 y 
(4 . 20) 
Now can be expressed as 
e (e • e )e + (e • e )eQ + (er. e0 )e0 
r r r r r Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4.21) 
- )e + <e • - )eQ + <e9 • e-0 )e0 eQ (e • e eQ Q r r Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4.22) 
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e0 
From equations (4.15) and (4 . 18) one finds that e • e 
(sin g cos 0 e + sin g sin 0 e 
x y 
r r 
0 
+ cos g e ) • (sin g e + cos 
z 0 x 
(4 . 23) 
g e ) 
0 y 
sin g sin g cos 0 + cos g cos g • Substituting this and similar 
0 0 
expressions for • e 
r 
0 
etc. into equations (4 . 21) - (4 . 23) ' 
one obtains 
e (sin g sin g cos 0 +cos g cos 9)e 
r 0 0 r 
0 
+ (cos g sin g cos 0-sin g cos 9)e9 + sin g sin 0 e0 (4 . 24) 0 0 
0 0 
e (sin g cos g cos 0 - cos 9 sin 9)e g 0 0 r 
0 
+ (cos g cos g cos 0 +sin g sin 9)e9 + cos 9 sin 0 e0 (4 . 25) 0 0 
0 0 
-sin g sin 0 e - cos 
o r 
0 
9
0
s i n 0 e 9 + cos 0 e 0 0 0 
( 4 . 26) 
The material of this section can now be applied to calculating the 
mean-square components and the mean of the product of the transver se 
components of the problems at hand. 
4.2 Scattering for the Case of kt >> 1 
It will now be assumed that k.,Q, >> 1 , which, because k 
2rr/A. is equivalent to A. << t Since it was given that 
R/t >> 1, it follows that kR >>> 1 
The case of the magnetic dipole will be considered first . Then 
the case of the electric dipole will be treated. 
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A. Scattering with the Magnetic Dipole 
(i) Derivation 
Let a z-oriented magnetic dipole be situated at the center of 
the randomly-inhomogeneous sphere. From Papas [15],the electric f ield 
of such a dipole in a homogeneous medium with permittivity £l and per-
meability µ is given by 
E (r) 
0 
iwµm (ik + L) 
4rr r 2 
r 
ikr 
e sin 
where m is the strength of the dipole, and where k wlµ£ 1 . Letting 
E = wµm/ 4rr , this equation becomes 
E" Cr) 
0 
ikr 
e sin Q e0 (4 . 27) 
It will be assumed that E is real. Next, one finds from equation 
(4.26) that 
-sin Q sin 0 e 
o r 
0 
cos Q
0
sin 0 e 9 + cos 0 e 0 0 0 
Substituting this into equation (4 . 27), one obtains 
E" (r) -E sin Q cl + 2-) ikr sin Q sin 0 = e e 
0 o r kr2 r 0 
-.E cos Q cl:. + -2:_) sin Q 0 1 i ) -sin eQ + E (r+--2 sin G cos 0 e0 o r kr2 0 kr o 
(4 .28) 
Now E (r) has a l/r2 singularity at the origin which , however, 
0 
is integrable. Therefore, the scattered field E1 (r) may be given in 
the far-zone by equation (4.4), i.e., 
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2 ikr0 
_-_k_4-:-r-- f er x [er x E"o (r) l i'Cr) 
0 v 0 0 
-ike • r r 
e o dr 
where V is the volume of the sphere. Hence, the expression for the 
mean square of the components or the mean of the product of the trans-
verse components may be obtained immediately from equation (4 . 13) : 
)\: k4 
f { f ea ·Eo(r) -ir· (k - "K) < ElaElf3 > 161/r2 Srv(K) e dr e: 
0 v 
f --* - ir' • (k - K) dr'} ')( ef3 •E (r') e dK 0 
v 
where k = k e and where the K integration is performed over all 
r 
0 
K space. Let 
L (i<) 
ct f e . E" <r) ct 0 
v 
ii<' • r e dr 
where K' = K - k • Then 
_k_
4
_ f S';;'(K) LIV(K)L:(K) dK . 
lfrrr2r 2 c;.. "" µ 
0 
(4 . 29 ) 
(4.30) 
Equation (4.29) will now be considered. Substituting equation 
(4.28) into equation (4.29) and noting that 
-
one finds that e eg or e!ll , 
ct 
0 0 
L (i<) J ea {- E cos g cK!+~F ikr sin e ct o r kr2 
v 
+ E (.! +-i-) eikr 
r kr2 
sin g cos 0 e!llo} e 
e • e 
a r 
0 
g sin 0 
iK 1 • r 
0 
eg 
dr . 
since 
0 
(4 .31) 
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In particular, 
(i<) -f cos Q I 
1 i ikr iK • r 
sin Q 0 Lg (- +-)e e sin dr 0 r kr2 0 v 
(4 .32) 
L0 (i<) E J 
(l:. + _i_)eikr ii<' • r sin Q cos 0 dr . e 
0 v 
r kr2 
(4.33) 
The integrations in equations (4.32), (4.33) will be facilitated 
by expressing the integrand in terms of associated Legendre polynomials 
and spherical Hankel and Bessel functions. From Appendix A, 
c1 _ i J 
kr (kr)2 
ikr 
e 
1 P1 (cos Q) =sin Q. 
Expressing equations (4.32), (4.33) in terms of these yields 
(i<) = E_k cos J h 1 (kr) 
1 Q)sin 0 iK
1 
• r 
LQ Q P1 (cos e dr 0 
0 v 
(i<) =- E_k J h 1 (kr) 
1 Q) iK' • r i~ P1 (cos e dr 
0 v 
Let i< ' be given by 
(4.34 ) 
(4.35) 
K1 e +K ' e + K' e 
x x y y z z K'siniJicosye + K'siniJlsinye + K'cos iJie x y z 
where iJi,Y corre spond to the angles 9,0 , respectively, in spherical 
coordinates. Then ii<'· r e may be expanded as the sum of sphe rical 
waves . By using formula (A.18), one ob tains 
iK • r 
e 
00 
l 
n=O 
n 
in(2n+l)j ( K'r)[ l 
n m=O 
Cl. 
m 
(n-m)I Pm(cos iJi)Pm(cos Q)cos m(Y-0)) (n+m)! n n 
( 4. 36) 
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where 
a ~ { 1 m = 0 
m 2 m "f 0 
Substitution of equation (4.36) into equations (4.34) and (4.35) yields 
00 f h1 (kr) L =Ek g 1 9)sin 0 l {in(2n+l)j (K'r) cos P 1 (cos g 
0 
x 
0 n 
v n=O 
n (n-m)! l m m m(y-0) l} a (n+m)! P (cos ljJ)P (cos 9)cos m n n 
m=O 
-Ek J h1 (kr) Pi(cos 9)cos 0 I {in(2n+l)jn(K'r) 
v 
dr (4 . 37) 
n 
x [ l a ~n:~: Pm(cos ljJ)Pm(cos 9)cos m(y-0)]} dr . (4 . 38) 
m=O m n . n n 
The evaluation of equation (4.37) will now be considered. Changing 
the order of summation and integration yields 
00 n 
ljJ) I h1 (kr) Ek cos g l { i n(2n+l) l (n-m)! m Lg a (n+m) ! P 1 (cos 0 m 
0 n=O m=O v 
1 9)sin 0 j (K'r)Pm(cos mE~-yF drl} x P 1 (cos 9)cos n n 
or R 7T 27T 
n (n-m)! f f f I {in(2n+l)[mfo C\i. m h1 (kr) L = Ek cos g (n+m)! P (cos ljJ) n g 0 
0 n=O 0 0 0 
(4 . 39) 
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Now it is easily verified that 
21T 
f sin 0 cos m(Y-0) 
0 
m = 1 
m =f 1 
Thus, the 0 integration in equation (4.39) yields 
R 7T 
00 
Ln =-Ek cos g l {in(2n+l) • 21T (n-l)! P 1(cos ~o o n=O (n+l)! n ljJ)sin y J f h1 (kr) 
0 0 
But from equation (A.17) one has the following orthogonality relation-
ship for the associated Legendre polynomials: 
--\40/3 sin 9 d9 
n = 1 
n =f 1 
When this is utilized in equation (4.40), the result is 
R 
Lg = E·k cos Q • 47Ti 
1 P1 (cos ljJ)sin y I h 1 (kr)j 1 (K'r)r 
or 
0 
0 
L = 4rri li k cos Q 
0 
0 
R 
fl
0
sin1jJsiny I h1 (kr) j(K'r)r2dr 
0 
2 dr 
(4.41) 
since 1 P1 (cos ljJ) sin 1jJ • In an identical fashion one can also show 
that 
L{i1 = -47Ti b~k 
0 
R 
sin 1jJ cosy f h 1 (kr) jl (K'r)r2 dr . 
0 
(4.42) 
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The integrals. in equations (4.41) and (4.42) can be evaluated by 
using equation (A.9) which states 
r 2 
.J t 2an(kt) bn(k1t)dt = k2: k2 [kan+l(kr) bn(k1r)- k1an(kr)bn+l(k1r)] 
1 
where a ,b are any linear combinations of nth order spherical 
n n 
Bessel or Hankel functions. 
R I h1 (kr) j 2 (K'r)r2dr 
0 
K' , one obtains 
k 2 12 
[kh2 (kR)jl(K'R)-K 1hl(kR)j 2 (K'R)] 
- K 
Evaluation of the tenn in braces in the preceding expression can be 
easily done by using the asymptotic approximations for h1 (kr), 
h2(kr), ji(K'r), j 2 (K'r) whi ch are valid for r + 0. From Section 
A.l in the appendices, one finds that 
K 1 r jl (K'r) 'V -3-
as r + 0 . Then 
Thus, 
R I h 1 (kr)j 1 (K'r)r2dr 
0 
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+-1-"K'} 
k2 
(4 . 43) 
Equation (4.43) is now substituted into equations (4.41) and (4.42) . 
The results are 
47Ti Ek cos Q sinljJ s i n yr R2 [kh (kR)j (K'R)- K1 h (kR)j (K'R)] 
O k2- K'2 l 2 1 1 2 
(4.44) 
L0 (K) 
0 
(4 . 45) 
Now LQ , L0 were found as a preliminary step in evaluating 0 0 
integrals of the form 
(4.46) 
which appears in equation (4.30). The region of integration her e is all 
of K space. It will now be shown that if a spherically-shaped volume 
centered at K = k and h aving a radius of ~k is excluded from the 
region of integration, then the value of the integral will not be sig-
nificantly affected. That is, the error incurred by restricting the 
region of integration of all K space to -the region where 
If< - kl ~ tk will be negligible. Restricting the region of 
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integration in this manner will allow simplification of the integrand 
which in turn will expedite evaluation of the integral. 
"' Recall that the correla tion function of £ is given as being 
Gaussian, i.e., 
From Tatarski [16], the spectral density of this correlation function 
is 
IC' 
S'V(K) 
£ 
Let u denote the region where 
K - k , the region where 1 K 1 < -k 2 
center on estimating 
(4.47) 
1 2k , or, since 
Then the interest here will 
Iu J p~EhF La (K) L; (K) d K , 
u 
the value of the integral in the region which is to be excluded. Now 
u u 
Using equations (4.44), (4.45), (4 .46), one can show that 
u 
2 
x I dK 
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Next, since K 1 < ~k in u , and since IJ 1 (K'R)I, IJ 2 (K'R) I < .5 
for all K 1 , it is easily seen that 
Hence, 
Ir I < 
u 
ikR K 1 + 1°K 1 Re [ 1. J' 1 (KI R) + . ( IR)] k Jz K k2 
k 2 ,2 
- K 
321if E
2
v
2
t 
3
R
2 J 
9k2 
u 
< 
u 
Now u is a spherical volume in K space centered at the 
point K = k and having a diameter of k Because of the spherical 
synnnetry of the integrand, k may be taken to lie along the 
Let u' be the region contained in a cube whose center is at 
K axis. 
x 
K = ke and whose sides of length k are parallel to the respective 
x 
coordinate axes. Then , since u is contained in u', one has 
Ir I < 
u 
x 
3k/2 k/2 
I f 
k/2 -k/2 
Then 
00 
e 
Using the fact that 
k/2 
f 
-k/2 
dK 
x 
dK y 
dK y 
dK 
z 
-00 
dK 
x 
dK 
z 
_oo 
one has 
where the variable of 
1 T = K 
- 2k. Next, x 
I I I < 40TTE
2
v
2i R2 
u k2 
Thus, 
Ir I < 4 OTTE 
2
v 
2 Q, R2 
k2 u 
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dK 
x 
integration has been changed from K 
x 
2 2 00 
-k Q, /16 J -T2Q,2/4 
-Tki2 /4 d e e e T 
0 
00 
~ 40TTE
2
v
2i R2 -k2i 2/16 
J 
-T2i 2 I 4 
k2 
e e 
0 
-k2i 2/16 ;rr 250E2v2 R2 -k2i 2/16 
e • -r < k2 
e 
to 
dT 
:&it if kQ, is sufficiently large, and it is given that kQ, >> 1 
then it is safe to assume that the exponential will reduce I I I u to a 
negligible value. Letting U be the region where IK" - "kl ~ tk, i.e ., 
the region where K' ~ ; k , equation ( 4. 30) can thus be replaced by 
* 
k4 
J L (K) Lf3 (K) <Ela.EIS 16TT2r 2 8-v(K) dK (4 . 48) E: a. 
0 u 
K' 1 K'R Now since ~-kin U, and since kR >> 1 , then >> 1 2 
in u Therefore, referring to equations ( 4. 44), (4.45), the Bessel 
and Hankel functions can be replaced by their asymptotic approximations 
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valid for large arguments. From Section A. l one finds 
j 2 (K'R) ~ -=l_ sin K'R K 1 R 
as kR + 00 • Substitution of these into equations (4.44) and (4 . 45) 
yields 
4ni Ek cos e sin 1jisin y { ikR[-i K'R-_!_ . K'R]+ i K' } 
o k2- K'2 e K' cos k sin k2 
(4 . 49 ) 
-4niEksinljJcosy {eikKo[-~ cos K'R-_!_ sin K'R]+ iK
2
' }.(4 . 50) 
k2- K 1 2 K k k 
It is now possible to obtain more explicit expressions for 
< IE1e 12> '<IE10 12> * , and <IE1e E10I> From equation (4.48) it 
0 0 0 0 
can be seen that 
<I E19 12> = 
k4 I p~EhF ILe (iC)l2 dK (4 . 51) 16n2 r 2 0 E: 0 
0 u 
<IE10 l2>= 
k4 I 8-v(K) IL0 (K)l2 dK (4 .52) 16n2 r 2 0 E: 0 
0 u 
(4 . 53) 
By substituting equations (4 . 49) and (4.50) into equations (4.51) - (4 . 53) 
and noting that p~EhF is given by (4.47), one obtains 
E: 
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- K
2£ 2/4 2 2 2 
e sin~ sin Y IF(K') I dK (4 . 54) 
IF(K' )l 2 dK (4 . 55) 
- K2£ 2/4 2 2 
e sin ~ cosy sin y IF (K') I dK 
(4 . 56) 
where 
F(K I) = 1 { ikR -i 1 iK I } z z e [-,cos K'R--k sin K1R]+-2- • k - K 1 K k 
(4.57) 
Two transformations of coordinates will simplify the computation 
of the integrals in equations (4.54)- (4.56) . Recall that K' =K" - k 
and that KI = KI sin~ cosy e + KI sin~ sin ye + K' cos~ e Then 
x y z 
sin~ cosy 
K' 
x 
= -,-
K 
K ' 
sin~ sin y = -f 
K 
Substitution of these expressions into equations (4.54) - (4.56) and 
changing the variables of integration from K to K' yields 
(4 . 58) 
(4.59) 
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> = 
I- -,2 2 - K' +k i /4 K'K' ~
e 2 
K' 
The variables of integration will now be transfonned from K' coor-
dinates to s coordinates which are defined by the following 
rotation: 
s1 K' cos e K' s in e x 0 z 0 
s2 K' y 
s3 K' sin e + K' cos e x 0 z 0 
The inverse of the transformation is given by 
K' 7;1cos e + s3sin e x 0 0 
K' s2 y 
K' -7;1sin e + s 3cos e z 0 0 
It should be noted that D~D li<' I . Now let s be 
where 7;, n, and E; are spherical coordinates. Thus, 
s = s sin n cos E; 1 
7; = 7; sin n sin E; 2 
s = s cos n . 3 
given by 
axis 
(4 . 61) 
(4 . 62) 
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Then equations (4.62) become 
K' = r; sin n cos l; cos e + r; cos n sin e 
x 0 0 
K' r; sin n sin t;, y (4 . 63 ) 
K' -I;; sin n cos E;. sin e + I;; cos n cos 8 
z 0 0 
Now 
Ii<'+ "kl 2 = K'2+ k2+ 2i<1 • k = r;2+ k.2+ 2i<1 • k: . (4 . 64) 
Recall that k = ke = k sin 8 e + k cos 8 e 
r o x o z 
Substituting this and 
0 
equations (4.63) into equation (4.64) yields 
2 
- kr; sin n cos E;. cos g sin e +kl; cos Tl cos g ) 
0 0 0 
or 
2 2 
r; + k + 2r;k cos Tl • (4. 65) 
Writing equations (4.S8) - (4 . 60) in terms of the new variable of inte-
gration I;; and utilizing equations (4 . 63) and (4 . 65) yields 
E2k6£3v2cos2e 
J 
2 2 2 
< I E1s 12 > = 0 -[r; +k +2r;k cos n]£ /4 8rr3/2 2 e 0 r 
0 u 
X (sin n sin t;,) 2 1F(1';) 12 di'; (4 . 66) 
E2k6£3v2 I 2 2 2 < I El0 12 > = -[r; +k +2r;k cos nl£ /4 (sin n cos E;. cos 8 + 8 3/2 2 e 0 0 TI r 
0 u 
cos n sin 8 ) 2 1FCr;)l 2 d~ 
0 
(4.67) 
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x (sin n cos[, cos 9 + cos n sin 9 ) (sinn sin t;.) jF(l';;) j 2 d~ 
0 0 
(4 . 68) 
More explicitly, 
2 6 2 3 2 oo TI 2TI 
E k ~/~ c~s 90 I I I 
Srr ro k/2 0 0 
(4.69) 
00 TI 2TI 
I I I 
k/2 0 0 
2 2 2 
x [sin n cos [, cos 9 + 2 sin n cos [, cos n cos 9 sin 9 
0 0 0 
(4.70) 
x (sin2n cos[, sin[, cos 9 + cosn sin[, sin 9 ] jF(r;;) !2z;; 2sinn d[,dndr;;. 
0 0 
(4.71) 
The [, integrations in the preceding equations can be performed 
at once. Notang that 
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2Tr 2rr 2rr 2rr f cos2s ds 
0 
f sin2s ds 
0 
Tr' f sin s ds 
0 
f sin ~ cos s ds = 0 ' 
0 
one finds 
( 4.72) 
00 Tr 
I I 
k/2 0 
(4 . 73) 
(4.74) 
It is apparent from equation (4.74) that the transverse components of 
the scattered field are uncorrelated. 
A change in variables will now be made. Letting t cos n and 
w equations (4.72) and (4 . 73) become 
E2k6 2 29 00 1 
< IE1e 12 > = 
\) cos I I -[w2+k2t 2+2wk£t]/4 0 2 e 0 BITI r k£/2 -1 0 
x (l-t2) I w 12 2 F(T) w dt dw (4.75) 
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<Xl 1 
I f 
kt/2 -1 
2 2 I w 
1
2 2 + t (3 sin 9
0
- l) ] F(T) w dt dw . (4.76) 
The t integrations i n equations (4.75) and (4.76) will be done 
first . Performing t hese integrations is equivalent to finding the two 
integrals 
1 1 I e - wktt/2 dt I t 2 -wktt/2 e dt . 
- 1 -1 
The first one can be done inunediatel y, yielding 
1 
2 [ewkt/2 _ e-wkt/2] I - wktt / 2 e 
-1 wkt 
In the second integral, two integrations by parts yields 
1 I t2 e-wkh/ 2 dt = 2 [ewkt/2 _ e-wkt/2] _ S[ewkt/2 _ e - wkt/2] 
-1 
Now i n equat ions (4. 75) and 
1 2 Hence , wkQ, ~ --(kt) . But 2 
wkt (wkt) 2 
+ 16 [ewkt/2 _ e-wkt/2] 
(wU) 3 
(4. 76) it can be seen that 
.!(kQ,) 2 1 Thus wkt/2 >> . e 2 
1 
w ~ - kt . 2 
>>> e 
-wkt/2 
and therefore t he e -wkt/2 terms in the preceding equations can b e 
neglected. Hence these equations become 
1 f e-wkh/2 dt "-' (4.77) 
-1 
1 f t2e-wld!.t/2 dt ~ 
-1 
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[-2- - 8 + 16 ] 
wl&. (wl&.) 2 (wl&.) 3 
wl&./2 
e 
Equations (4.77) and (4.78) are then substituted into equations 
Now since w ~ l I&. >> 1 , one has 2 
(4.78) 
(4.75) and (4.76). 
l/w2 , l/w3 <<< 1 • Therefore, as an approximation, only the highest 
order term in w will be retained in equation (4.75) and only the two 
highest order terms in w will be retained in equation (4.76) . The 
results are 
00 
f 
k9,/2 
2 
e-(w-k9,) / 4 .[(2wk9,-12)sin2e + 4] 
0 
(4.79) 
(4.80) 
But 2 2wk9, ~ (k9,) , and assuming (k9,) 2 >> 12, equation (4.80) becomes 
<I El0 12 > 
0 
From 
F(K 1 ) 
E2k 4v2 
00 2 
f -(w-H) I 4 1 2 1JIF<r>l2 I\, ITT r29,2 e [- wH sin e + 2 0 
k9,/2 0 
equation (4.57) one has 
1 {ReikR [ -h~ cos K 'R - kl sin K 'R] + iKk'} • 
k 2 ,2 - K 
In a straightforward manner one can then show that 
dw. 
(4. 81) 
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2 wR 
cos -
+ 9, 
2 
w 
2 wR [cos kR cos 9, 
(k.l/,) 2 
w wR w
2 } k9., sin kR sin i] + 4 . (k9.,) 
+ 
(4 . 82) 
Referring to (4.79) and (4.81), it can be seen that because the exponen-
tial in the integrand decreases very rapidly for lw-ktj > 1, most of the 
contribution to the integral comes from a relatively small neighborhood 
of w = k9.,. Therefore it is reasonable to see if jF(T)j 2 can be re-
placed by some approximation in this neighborhood which would be less 
complex than the expression in equation (4.82) and hopefully easier to 
integrate. A simple way to find this approximation is to let w + kt 
in equation (4.82). One finds that 
2 wR 
cos r 
(k9.,)2 
+ k9., i kR . wR] (U) 
2 } kt s n sin r + 
(k9.,) 4 
or, after combining terms, 
1 - cos [ (w - kt) R] t 
2 (w - k9.,) 
2 wR 
2 [cos kR cos ll (k9_,) x, 
as Jw-ktj + 0 
(4.83) 
Equation (4.83) gives the approximation which will be used in 
evaluating the integrals in equations (4.79) and (4.81). However , 
before this can be done, one ought to have some estimate of the error 
incurred by using the approximation. To do this, the approximation 
will be obtained in a different manner which will yield terms with 
which the error can be calculated . First it can be seen that 
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1 
(l&.) 2 
2 2 ~eIO O+ (l&.) 2 2 2 w w - 1 + w - ~ktF 
(U)2 (l&.) 4 (l&.) 2 (U)2 
w w - kR. + kR. 1 + w - u 
kt kR. kt 
When these expressions are substituted into equation (4.82), the result 
is 
or 
( 2 kO~OF 2 wR w - cos r 
w2(U)2 
2 [cos kR wR + . kR . wR + (w- l&.) i kR i wR] (U) 2 cost sin sinr (U) 3 s n s n°"i 
+ 1 + w - (l&.) 2 2} 
(l&.) 2 (U) 4 
6 R 2t {1- cos [ (w - kt)"IJ} t 6 
~---------+ ---~------
(kQ,)2(w+k2)2 (w -kt) 2 (U) 2 (w+kt) 2 (w- k2) 
2 wR 
{
-(w+ k2) cos r 
x 2 
w 
2 . kR . wR } sin sin r + w + k2 
k! (k.,Q,)2 
Next, since 
1 __ 1_ + 1 
(2kt) 2 (w +kt) 2 (w+ k.R,/ 
1 1 (w+ 3k2) (w - k2) 
4(U) 2 (w+k2) 2 
d i f IF(*)J 2 b i h f the prece ing equat on or N can e put nto t e orm 
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R 
2 0 2 1 - cos[(w-kt)n-l I F ( ~F I = 2kJV 4 • JV 
(w - kt) 2 
Let 
. R (w+kt){l- cos[(w- kt)I]} 
2 (w + kt) (w - kt) 
wR 2 sin kR sin r 
kt 
2 wR} 
- (w + kt) cos r 
2 • 
w 
R 
t2 1 - cos[(w - kt}[] 
f(w) 2k4 • (w - kt) 2 
t 2 (w + 3kt) { 1 - cos[ (w - ktF~z} 
gl (w) 2k4 • (w + kt) 2 (w - kt) 
so that 
It can be seen that f(w) is identical to the approximation for 
IF(':) 1 2 i b i (4 83) JV g ven y equat on . . Hence, the error involved in using 
the approximation results from dropping the terms g1 (w) and g 2 (w) . 
In particular, for equation (4 . 79), the error is given by the integrals 
00 00 
I 
kt/2 
J 
kt/2 
The magnitude of these integrals will now be dete rmined . Let the r ange 
-Sl- . 
of integration 1 1 [2" kt, oo] be divided into the three intervals [2 kt, 
- TI/30, kt+ TI/30], [kt+ TI/30,oo] • Thus 
00 
f 
kt/2 
00 
J 
kt+TI/30 
Now using the expressions for g1 (w) and g2 (w) it can be seen with-
out too much difficulty that if lw - l&,I ~ P~ , then 
Hence, if g(w) represents either g1 (w) or g2 (w), one finds that 
2 
e-(w-k,Q.) / 4 g(w)dw ~ 
k,Q. _TI I 30 2 
J e -(w-1&,) I 4 I g(w)J dw 
I&, 
e 
2 
-(w-kt) /4 
ki 2 
dw < sot J e-(w-kt) /4 
ks 
- 00 
In an identical fashion one can also show that 
2 
e-(w-ki) / 4 g(w)dw 
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Then 
kQ.-7T/30 
I 
00 
e-(w-k9.,)2/4 g(w)dw + f 2 -(w-ki) /4 ( )d e g w w 
k9.,/2 ki+TI/30 
Next, for lw-kil ~ P~ and k9., >> 1 , one can show that 
Then 
Q, 1 - cos[Ew-k9KIF~z 
g 1 (w)"' --
3
-{l-cos[(w-ki)Rl} 2k5 (w-kQ.) 8k6 Q, 
R R 
sin w I sin[ (w-k9.,)E] 
(w-k9.,) 
2 
-(w-k9.,) /4 ( )d e g 1 w w 
R k9.,+7T/ {1- cos[(w-k,Q,)I} 3 f 30 
------- dw - -(w-k9.,) Sk6 
k9.,-7T/30 
R 
x {1 - cos[(w-k9.,)y ]} dw 
e 
e 
2 
-(w-k9.,) /4 
2 
-(w-k9.,) /4 
kQ,+Tf/30 2 
--;. f e -(w-kQ,) / 4 { 1 - cos[ (w-k9.,) J} dw 
Bk 1 . 0 Tr/ 
1'.JV- 3 0 
1 dw < - 6 , 
k 
and 
k£+TI/30 
I 
k£-1f/30 
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kQi+TI/30 
J 
k£-TI/30 
wR R 
e 
2 
-(w-ki) /4 
x 
sin y- sin[ (w-k£)T] 
~~~~~~~~~ dw (w-k£) 
-(w-k£) 2/2 2 wR 
e sin -r dw 
Q, 7f ~ -5 [15 
k 
TIR)l/2 
Q, 
sin [(w-k£)T] 1/2 2 R ] 
------'---- dw 
(w-k£) 2 
In deriving the estimate for the integral with g2 (w), use was made of 
the Schwartz inequality 
and the fact that 
00 
J 
-00 
2 
sin ax 
2 dx 
x 
b b 1/2 
f hi(x) dx • f h;(x) dx 
a a 
Tia • 
Combining results, the error involved in using f(w) as the approxima-
f I F (-';:) I 2 i h · 1 tion or N n t e integra 
00 
2 
e-(w-k£) /4 fcE~FlO dw 
J 
kQ,/2 
is less than 
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Q, (400 +j~F ks (4.84) 
An identical estimate can be obtained for the integral in equation 
(4.81) in which the additional approximation is made of replacing the 
1 2 1 2 2 
·z- wl<l sin Q
0 
term with z(k,Q,) sin Q
0 
The expressions for the scattered field are now 
E2k \>2cos 2e 00 
12> f 
2 
<IE· '\, 0 -(w-U) /4 f(w)dw (4.85) 2 Q, 2 e 19 /IT r 0 
- U/2 0 
2 
e - ( w-U) I 4 f ( w) dw . ( 4 • 8 6) 
Let 00 
J 
2 
If e-(w-U) /4 f(w) dw. ( 4. 87) 
-kR-/2 
Then once If is computed, the final expressions for <I El9 12 > ' 
0 
< IE10 12 > can be obtained. Of course, the magnitude of If must be 
0 
compared with the value in expression (4.84) to determine the relative 
i db . h i i f fcE~Fl O • error ncurre y using t e approx mat on or N Substitution 
of the explicit expression for f(w) into equation (4.87) yields 
"E f 
00 
Q,: f 
2k kQ,/2 
e 
2 
--(w-kQ..) /4 {l - cos[(w-kQ,)TJ} 
2 dw. (w-k£) 
(4.87') 
One can extend the lower limit on the integral in equation (4.87') to - oo 
with negligible effect on the value o f If . Then making the change of 
variables R T = (w-kQ,)I , one finds that 
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00 
J e-r:2i 2/4R2 {l - . ~lp T:} dT • 
T 
One integration by parts yields 
00 
If= ~{f 1 {sin 
2k4 T 
-00 
But 
iR 
= 2k4 
9.,2 
T - - T ( 1 - COS T]} 
4R2 
00 
/IT 2R 
T 
and from the N.B.S. "Handbook" [17] , 
00 
1 I 2 dt cos 2xt -at 2 e 
-00 
so that one finds 
But 
sin T 
T 
sin T 
T 
= 
00 
f cos 2xt e 
0 
1 
f COS XT dx . 
0 
-at 2 dt = .!-{f e- x2 /a 2 a 
(4.88) 
(4.89) 
Substitution of this into the integral in the expression for If and 
reversa l of the order of integr a tion yie lds 
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Applying equation (4.89) again, one finds 
{ fl 2 2 2 2 2} I = iR 2R '-' -x R I Q, d - !_ '-' + !_ '-' -R IQ, f 4 Q, vTI e x ZR vTI 2R vTI e . 2k ' 0 
Changing of the variable of integration in the preceding expression by 
letting R y = "f x yields 
But since it is given that R/i >> 1 , it can be seen that 
R/i 00 
f 
2 
'V f 
2 
v'TI e-y dy e-y dy 2 
0 0 
Thus, 
rriR {1 Q, Q, e-R2/Q,2} If =-- ---+ 
2k4 2Rv'TI 2Rv'TI 
But again, since R/Q, >> 1 ' then _Q,_ << 1 and <), -R2/Q,2 <<< 1. e 
2Rv'TI 2Rv'TI 
Hence, 
(4 . 90) 
Comparison of the value of If with the estimate for the error in 
expression (4.84) reveals that the error does indeed become negligible 
as k2v"R7T becomes increasingly large . 
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Using equation (4. 90), the final expression for < IEHl 12 > and 
0 
< IElQ 12 > can be obtained from equations (4.85) and (4.86). The results 
0 
are 
< IE19 12>'U 
E2\! 2RliT 2 
2r2 ,Q, 
cos e 
0 
0 
(4.91) 
0 
<I El0 12 > '\, E
2v 2RliT [l + 1.(k,Q,)2 sin2e ] 
2r2 ,Q, 2 0 0 
(4.92 ) 
0 
(ii) Discussion of results 
The results of the examination of scattering and propagation 
with the magnetic dipole are represented by equations (4.74), (4.91), 
and (4.92). They are repeated here for reference: 
< I E1e 12 > ru E
2
\!
2RliT 2 
2r2 ,Q, 
cos e 
0 
0 
0 
< I El0 12 > ~ E 2\!2RliT [l+l.(ld) 2sin2e ] 
2r2 ,Q, 2 0 0 
0 
0 
A plot of the root-mean-square values of for 10 is 
given in Figure 4.3. 
In interpreting the equations for the mean square field com-
ponents, it should be noted from equation (4.27) that the far-zone 
magnetic dipole field for a homogeneous medium is 
ikr 
E" (r) 
0 
E _e __ sin e 
r e0 (4.93) 
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Figure 4.3. Root-Mean-Square Scattered Field Components 
for Magnetic Dipole with k.L = 10 
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Using the Poynting vector method, one can easily show that the power 
radiated by this dipole is ~ E2 , The radiated power is thus 
proportional to E2 and independent of the frequency. Hence, the 
expressions for <I E19 1
2
>, <I E10 1
2 
> give the behavior of these 
0 0 
quantities for constant power in the zero'th order field of the dipole . 
Now the method used in treating this scattering and propagation 
problem was the Born approximation, and it should be recalled that in 
order for this method to give reliable results, the first order field 
must be much smaller than the original field. Owing to the random 
nature of the physical situation of the problem, the first order fields 
themselves cannot be calculated and so any criterion for determining 
the validity of the Born method must rely on the mean square components 
of the field. A condition that seems plausible in insuring the appli-
cability of the Born approximation is to require that 
Since E~F O >>> 1 , one has 
• 2n sin o 
0 
Using equation (4.92), the condition is thus 
or simply 
v2 << 
2 
sin e 
0 
where it is recalled that v2 
• 21"'1 sin o 
0 
2 2 
<t: > - E:l 
(4.94) 
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If this condition is satisfied, it is reasonably safe to assume that 
the Born method will yield reliable results. 
Some aspects of the results will now be examined . From the 
expressions for <I EHi 12 > and <I E10 1
2 
> it can be seen that the 
0 0 
magnitude of the latter is for the most part (ki) 2 times the magnitude 
of the former . However, the magnitudes of the two are equal at e = o 
0 
which is a phenomenon required by the 0-symmetry and isotropy of the 
physical situation. 
The vanishing of < I E18 1
2 
> at 
0 
e 
0 
rr/2 has a simple physi cal 
explanation. Recall that the E1 field can be considered to be 
generated by electric dipoles which are induced in the inhomogeneities 
of the medium of the sphere by the E 
0 
field. The dipole moment in-
duced in an infinitesimal volume element dv located at the point r 
"' -- -will be s 1s(r)E0 (r)dv • This induced dipole is parallel (or anti-
parallel) to E 
0 
Furthermore , since E
0 
= E
00 
e0 for the original 
magnetic dipole field, all of the induced dipoles will be direc ted in 
the direction, and hence the vectors representing these dipoles 
will all lie in planes parallel to the x-y plane (see Figure 4.4). As 
shown in Figure 4.5 , the far-zone field of an electric dipole is in the 
~ direction, where ~ is the angle between the axis of the dipole and 
the ray extending from the dipole to the observation point; the impor-
tant thing to note is that the vectors representing the dipole and its 
far-zone field both lie in the same plane. Therefore , if the observa-
tion point lies in the far-zone and in the x-y plane, the field at 
that point due to any one of the induced dipoles in the sphere will be 
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z 
INDUCED DIPOLES 
x 
Figure 4.4. Electric Dipoles Induced in the Sphere by the 
Magnetic Dipole Field 
~e K/·~ 
j '\,.--·./ E=Ee!e 
ELECTRIC DIPOLE-t/ ·/ 
I 
I 
Figure 4 .5. Far- Zone Field of an Electric Dipole 
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directed in some x-y direction and will have no z component. (Actually 
there would be a slight z-component due to the fact that the observa-
tion point is not in the same z = constant plane that the dipole lies 
in, but rather it lies in a parallel plane. However, this z-component 
decreases as l/r2 and for an observation point in the far-zone the 
0 
component is negligibly small). Since the total electric field at the 
observation point is the sum of the fields generated by all the induced 
dipoles, the total electric field will have no z-component. Noting 
that the and -e 
z 
directions coincide for a point in the x-y 
plane, tne cause of the vanishing of 
established. 
Q 
0 
rr/2 is 
It is of interest to examine the polarization of the E1 field. 
Using the Stokes parameters, this will be done in the same manner that 
is employed to analyze the polarization of a polychromatic wave [18], 
except that time averages will be replaced by ensemble averages. 
A plane wave may be separated into two parts, an unpolarized 
part and a polarized part. At any given point in space, the tip of 
the E vector of the unpolarized part of the wave moves in a com-
pletely random fashion. On the other hand, the tip of the E vector 
of the polarized part periodically sweeps out an ellipse, circles or 
straight lines being special cases of the ellipse. Referring to 
Figure 4.6, two characteristics of this ellipse are the orientation 
angle ~ (O ~ ~ < rr), and the eccentricity angle X Clxl ~ rr/4) which 
is defined by tan-1 C±a/A) where A is the major axis of the ellipse 
and a is the minor axis. For a circularly polarized wave, a = A 
and X ± rr/4 , and for a linearly polarized wave, a = 0 and X = 0 . 
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eccentricity = ~ = I tan x I 
Figure 4 .6. Polarization El I ipse 
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The s i gn of X depends upon t h e di r ection of rotation of the E 
vect or ; fo r a wave r eceding f rom t he observer, the sign is negative if 
the rotat ion is clockwise, positive if counterclockwise . 
Ref erring back to the coordinates of Figure 4 . 6, the Stokes 
par ameter s are def i ne d by 
so <IE 1
2 
> + < IE 12 > (4 . 95) 
xl x2 
sl < IE 1
2 
> 
xl 
< IE 1 2 > 
x2 
(4 . 96) 
* * s2 < E E > - <E E > ( 4. 97) 
x l x2 x i x2 
* * s3 i<E E > i< E E > (4.98) 
x l x2 xl x2 
The r e lations be t ween the Stokes parameters a nd the angles 1jJ and x 
are given by 
s l 
cos 2X cos 21jJ (4.99) 
V si + 
2 
+ 
2 
s2 s 3 
s 2 
cos 2X s in 21jJ (4.100) 
-Vsi + 
2 
+ 
2 
s 2 s3 
S3 
sin 2X (4.101) 
v si + 2 + 2 82 83 
The degree of polarization m is given by 
Vsi + 
2 2 
s2 + 83 
m (4.102) 
s o 
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For a completely polarized wave, m = 1, and for an unpolarized wave, 
m = 0 . 
Then from equations (4.95) - (4.99) 
the Stokes parameters for the E1 field are 
2 2 E2 2 /TI 2 1 2 
< IE I >-<IE I >'V \) R 'IT [cos e -1- -2(k.R.) 2sin e] 19 10 2 2 n 0 0 0 0 r N 
0 
0 
* * * i < Ele El0 > - i < Ele El0 > - 0 . 
0 0 0 0 
From equation (4.102) the degree of polarization is 
m 
E2v2RliT(kJl) 2 . 2e 
sin 
[ 2 2 2)1/2 4r2 n o s 1 + 8 2 + 8 3 N ~~~~~~~~Ds ~~~-M~~~~~~~~ 
so E2 2R-r: 1 2 2 
\) Y'IT ( 2 +-(kJl) sin 9 ) 
2r2 JI, 2 o 
0 
or 
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1 m ~ ~~~~~~~~ 
1 + - 4- csc2 fl 
(U)2 o 
Thus 0 ~ m < 1 , and hence the wave is partially polarized. At 
9 0 the wave is unpolarized. 
0 
The polarized part of the wave will now be examined. Since 
s 3 = 0, it can be seen from equation (4.101) that X = 0 . Hence the 
polarization is linear. Next, considering equation (4.100), it can be 
seen that sin 2\jJ = 0 since s = 0 2 and X = 0 • Therefore, either 
ljJ = 0 or ljJ = n/2 . From equation (4.99) one has 
cos 2\jJ 
since s 2 = s 3 = X = 0 But for 9 > 0 . 0 Hence ljJ = n/2 . 
Thus, for the polarized part of the wave, the polarization is linear 
and in the 0 direction. 
ll. Scattering with the Electric Dipole 
(i) Derivation 
Let a z-oriented electric dipole be situated at the center of 
the randomly-inhomogeneous sphere. The electric field of such a dipole 
in a homogeneous medium with permittivity £ 1 and permeability µ is 
given by [19] 
E" (r) 
0 
m (- 2ik + _?__) 
4TI£l 2 3 r r 
ikr 
e cos 
2 
g e m (£_+ ik _ __!.) 
r - 4n£1 r 2 3 r r 
ikr 
x e sin 9 e 9 (4.103) 
where m is the dipole strength and where k = w/µ£ 1 . 
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Now E (r) has a l/r3 singularity at the origin which is nan-
o 
integrable. Therefore equation (4.4) cannot be used to express the 
scattered electric field. Instead, the electric field will be given by 
equation (4.5): 
2 ikro f 
-k e 
4TI r 
o V' 
e 
r 
0 
x [e 
r 
0 
- - rv - ik • r 
x E (r)] £(r) e dr 
0 
e 
ikr 
0 
4Tir 
0 
f {iwµn x Hl (r) - ik[n x El (r)] x er 
S" o 
- ik[n • <"E1 (r) + <"E1 <r) ~CrF 1 e r 
0 
} -ik • r e dS 
where S" is the surface of a small spherical volume V" of radius r 1 
centered at the origin, V' is the volume of the homogeneous sphere 
external to S", and where k = k e 
r 
0 
In the far zone E1 (r0 ) is transverse to 
easy to show that 
e x e = 0 , one 
r r 
0 0 
e to find 
r 
0 
e x [e x El (r ) ] = -E1 (r ) . r r o o 
0 0 
cross multiplies the preceding 
e Therefore it is 
r 
0 
Noting that 
expression twice by 
2 ikro f 
-k e 
4Tir e r 
0 
x [e x "E (r) J ~ (r) e -ik • r ar 
r o 
or 
o V' 0 
ikr 
\Tiro f { -iwµ 
o S" 
e x [ e x Hl (r) ] 
r r 
0 0 
- ik[nxE1 (r)] 
x e } e -ik • r dS 
r 
0 
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2 ikro f 
-k e 
4rrr 
e x re x 'E (r) J ~ErF e -ik • r dr 
r r o 
o V' 0 0 
ikr 
i.wµe o 
+ ----=------------4 rr r 
0 
e 
ikr 
ike 
4rrr 
0 
r 
0 
x re- x 
r 
0 0 
r x f e 
o S" 
f n x H1 (r) -ik • r dS] e s II 
-ik • r ~ x 'E1 (r) e dS. (4.104) 
The behavior of the integrals in equation (4.104) will now be 
examined as tends to zero. It is noted immediately that if 
r 1 + 0 , then V' + V , where V is the entire volume of the inhomo-
geneous sphere; hence, it is understood that one is to find the prin-
cipal value of the volume integral (which was encountered earlier in 
connection with equation (2 . 16)) when the region of integration becomes 
the entire volume of the inhomogeneous sphere. 
Approximate values can be obtained for the surface integrals as 
r 1 + 0. First, the expression for the magnetic field of the electric 
dipole in a homogeneous medium will be needed. In a medium with con-
stitutive parameters £1 and µ , the magnetic field is (20] 
li (r) 
0 
iwm "k (2:_ 
4rr r 
1-) 
2 
r 
ikr 
sin Q e (4 . 105) 
Let Then since k£ >> 1, where i is the correlation dis-
'V 
tance of ' the random field £ (r), one has r 1 <<< ~ But if is 
much less than the correlation distance of 
'V- 'V-
E(r), then £(r) can be 
C'l1n::;id(•r .. 1d constant on and inside of the surface S" and may he 
r e placed by 
'V 
£ (0) . Let 'V £(0) be denoted by where it should be 
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'\, 
noted that £ is a random variable. Close to the electric dipole, 
0 
i.e., for r ~ r 1 , the total electric and magnetic fields are very 
nearly those which would be generated by the dipole if the medium were 
homogeneous with permittivity 
k ,2 = 2 (1 '\,£ ) w f.1£1 + 0 so that 
'\, 
£ 1 (1 + £ 0 ) and permeability 
k I = w/µ£ 1 (1 + ~ ) = k /1 + €:' 0 0 
µ . Let 
Let 
E(r) and H(r) be the total electric and magnetic fields. Then to 
obtain the total fields for r ~ r 1 , one substitutes k' , the expres-
sion for £ , and the approximation eik 
1 
r 'V 1 + ik' r - t k' 2r 2 into 
equations (4.103) and (4.105) to find 
E(r) "' ___ m ___ <k'2 + ~F 
~ ) r2 r3 
0 
cos 
H(r) 'V i: (- t k 12 -1-z) sin g e0 
r 
m g e 
r '\, 
41T£1 (1 + £0) 
1 k' 2 
x <2--r 
where only the two terms of highest order of magnitude in r are 
retained for each component. Using the same approximation for the 
ikr 
e factor, the following asymptotic approximations can be obtained 
for the original fields when r !!: r 1 
m k 2 2 E (r) 'V --(-+-)cos g e 
o 4n£1 r r3 r 
'H (r) 
0 
sin g e 0 
1
3 ) sing eg 
r 
Now the total field is equal to the original field plus the scattered 
field, i.e. , 
E(r) 
H(r) 
Hence, 
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E
0 
(r) + "E1 (r ) 
H
0 
(r) + rr1 (r) 
E(r) - E <r) 
0 
H(r) - H" (r) 
0 
Using the approximate expressions for E, H, E and 
0 
H , one finds 
0 
that 
'V 
- m£ 
E1 (r) 
0 
'V 
'V 
2n£1 (1 + £0 )r 
2'V 
- i wmk £ 
H1 (r) 
0 
s in 'V 8TI 
3 cos 
g 
g e0 
e 
r 
'V 
£ 
(4.106) 
for Us ing the first order approximation 0 'V 
- -'V- "' £ , the 
l+ £ 0 
expressior. for E1 (r) becomes 
'V 
- m£ 
El (r) "' ___ 0_3 
2TI£1r 
cos Q e 
r 
0 
(4 . 106 ') 
Utilizing these approximate expressions for E1 and H1 , the surface 
i ntegrals in equation (4. 104) become 
f n x Hl (r) e -ik • r dS 'V 
s II 
f - ik • r n x E1 (r) dS rv e 
S" 
2'V 
-iwµmk £ [ - ik• r 
STI o r n x e0sin Q e dS 
S" 
'V 
-me: f 0 r;: x [ 2 Q e + sin Q eQ J 3 cos r 4TI£lrl S" 
-ik . -r dS. x e 
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These integrals will be evaluated by using spherical coordinates. Thus 
n=e ,as 
r 
ri sin Q d0 dQ • Next, making the approximation 
-ik • r 
e "'1- ik•r = 1 - ikr1er~ er= 1- ikr1 [sin Q0 sin Q cos 0 
+cos Q cos Q] on the surface S", the surface integrals become 
0 
f 
s" 
- - -ik • r 
n x H1 (r) e dS 
2'V 'IT 2'1T 
iwµmk £ I J 
_8_'1T __ o ri 
0 0 
2 
e9 [sin Q 
- ikr1 (sin Q sin
3Q cos 0 +cos Q cos Q sin3Q)] d0 dQ 
0 0 
f n x "E
1 
(r) e -ik • r as 
s II 
"' -m~ o 'ITJ 2'1TJ 
4'1T£1 
0 0 
. 2" 
sin "' 
- ik(sin Q sin3Q cos 0 +cos Q cos Q sin39)] d0 dQ. 
0 0 
As r 1 ~ 0, the integral with H1 obviously tends to zero . Noting 
that e0 = -sin 0 e + cos x 0 e y from equation (4.17), the surface 
integral with E1 becomes 
x 
-ik 
e • r dS 
"' -m~ o J'IT 2'1TJ 
4'1T£1 
0 0 
[-sin 0 e + cos 0 e ] 
x y 
[!.__ sin2Q - ik (sin Q sin3Q cos 0 - cos Q cos Q sin3Q)] d0 dQ . 
r o o 
1 
Performing the integrations, one finds that 
f 
S" 
- - -ik • r n x El ( r) e . dS 
"' ikm£ sin Q 0 0-
-----.,.--- e 
3£1 y 
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Using the values obtained for the surface integrals, equation 
(4.104) now becomes 
or, since 
2 ikr0 
-k e J-
--4,_TI_r__ e x 
o ro 
v 
[- E ( ) ] 'Ve: (-r) e-ik • r dr er x 1 r 
0 
e y e 0 from equation (4.20) and 
0 
2 ikr0 
-k e 
4Tir 
0 
[er x E
1
(r)j ~ErF e-ik• r dr 
0 
2 'V k me: sin Q 
0 0 -
e 12Tie:1r Q 0 0 
(4.107) 
where it is understood that one is to find the principal value of the 
integral (to find the principal value one merely performs the integra-
tion over the angular variables of spherical coordinates first). Let 
EU represent either one of the unit vectors e9 , e0 0 0 
the dot product of ea and E1 (r0 ) yields 
Then taking 
2 ikr k e 0 
41Tr 
0 
where E 
or e 0 , then one has 
0 
• "E Cr) ~CrF 
0 
-ik 
e 
• r dr + 
'V 
Ee: sin Q 
0 0 -
3r ea • eQ 
0 0 
Similarly, if eS also represents either e 9 
0 
b~ sin Q 
-* - 'V - ik • r' o o -
• E (r') e:(r' ) e dr' +----- e • e 
o 3r a B 
0 0 
Multiplying these expressions together and taking the ensemble average, 
one finds that 
+ 
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x rv(- rv -,) -ik. (r-r') dr d-r, <E r)E(r > e 
2 ikr Ek e 0 sin G 
12n r 2 
0 
0 es • e 
90 f -e • 'E <r) 
a. 0 
v 
'V - 'V 
< E(r)E > 
0 
-k • r 
e dr 
But <~ErF ~ErDF> = Rrv<lr-r' j) . 
£ 
'V 
Furthermore, since £ 
0 
'V 
= £(0) , one 
'V-'V 'V- 'V 
has < E(r)E > = Rv(r) , < E(r')£
0
> = 
0 £ 
'V2 ~ ( r' ) , and < £ 
0 
> = ltv(O) 
£ 
= \) 
Hence, 
4 f f -ik. kz 2 e • E (r) e0 • E°*(r')Rtv(jr-r' j)e 16 a. 0 µ 0 £ TI ro V V 
<r-r') 
- - -ik. r 
ea. •E
0
(r) l\,(r) e dr 
£ 
-ikr 
+ 
Ek2e 0 sin 90 ea.· • e90 I -* ik. r-1 ------------ eD. Eo(r') R.,,(r') e 12TI r 2 µ £ 
0 v 
2 
a-r ar' 
dr' 
(4.108) 
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The correlation functions in equation (4.108) will now be ex-
pressed as Fourier integrals of the spectral density. The results are 
or 
x 
-ikr 
Ek2e 0 sin e e 
ik • (r-r') 
e 
x dK dr dr' 
-ik. r-
e 
iK • r 
e dK dr 
0 a. ee f f - -0 - -* - * ik 0 r I + ----------- e • E (r')S"'(K)e 
121T r 2 a 0 E: 
-ii<· r' 
e dK dr' 
0 v 
Ek2 2sin2e 
+------0 
9r2 
0 
2 ikr 
{ J e". Eo(<)e-1<. (k- K) dr } 
x f e
13
• E:(r')eir'•(k-K) dr' dK 
v 
Eke 0 sin e
0
e 8 • e 8 +---of 
127T r 2 
+ 
0 
2 -ikro 
Ek e sin e e • e 
0 a eo J 
12rr r 2 
0 
(4.109) 
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where the K integration is performed over all K space. 
Let 
f e · i (r) a o 
v 
~ir • K"' 
e dr 
where K' = K - k Then equation (4.109) becomes 
* k4 f *-< ElaElB > = 
16'rr2r 2 
S'\J (K) L (K) LB(K) dK 
£ a 
0 
2 ikr0 
eoe s· eeo Ek e sin I + S'\J(K) 12rr 2 £ r 
0 
+ 
In particular, 
k4 f 2 
---2 s'\J(K) IL9 (K") I dK 16rr r £ o 
0 
2 ikr 
{
Ek e 0 sin e
0 + 2 Re 2 12rr r 
0 
L (K) dK 
Cl 
2 
(4 .110) 
(4.111) 
(4.112) 
(4.113) 
-ikr 
0 
k4 I Ek sin e e 
-1-6.,,.-2-r-2 S'\J(K)Le (K)L; (K)dK + ____ o_2 __ 
" £ o o 12rr r 0 0 
x (4.114) 
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Now E
0
(:r) is given by equation (4.103). Recalling that 
2 E = -k m/4rrE1 one finds that this equation becomes 
"E (r) 
0 
But from equations (4.24) and (4.25) one has 
e (sin e sin e cosr.6+ cos e cos e)e + (cos e sine cos 0 
r 0 0 r 0 
0 
- sin e cos e)e9 + sin e sin 0 e 0 0 
0 0 
ee (sin e cos e cos 0 - cos e sin e)e + (cos e cos e cos 0 0 0 r o 
0 
+ sin e sin e)e9 + cos e sin 0 e0 0 
0 0 
Substituting these expressions into equation (4.115) and using the 
fact that 
-i ikr 
h 0 (kr) = kr e 
one finds that the expression for 
[-i - _3_ - 3i ] 
kr (kr)2 (kr)3 
ikr 
e 
1 P 2 (cos 9) = 3 sin 9 cos 9, 
E becomes 
0 
e 
r 
0 
+ ' 
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~ 2P2 (cos 0)sin 90 ]} e0 
0 
- i;k h2 (kr) m~Ecos 9)sin 0 ; 0 
0 
(4.116) 
Substitution of equation (4.116) into equation (4.110) yields 
Computation of L0 and 
0 
the case of the magnetic dipole. 
(4.117) 
iK 1 • r -
e dr . (4 . 118) 
L0 proceeds in the same manner as in 0 
First, if K1 : K'sin ~ cos Y e 
x 
+ K'sin ~ sin Y ey+ K'cos ~ ez , then from equation (4.36) one has 
ii<' 
00 n 
• r I in (2n+l)j (K 'r) I En-m~! m 0) e a (n+m)! P (cos 
n=O n m=O m n 
m ~Fcos m (y-0)] . x P (cos 
n 
Substitution of this into equations (4.117) and (4.118), which are 
expressed in terms of spherical coordinates, and reversal of the order 
of summation and integration yields 
x 
= ~k I {in(2n+l) [ I 
n=O m=O 
R 7T 2rr 
J J f {2h0 (kr)sin 00 -
0 0 0 
(n-m) ! m ~ (n+m) ! Pn Ecos~F 
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9 ) } j (K 'r)Pm(cos 9)cos m(y-0)r2sin 9 d0 d9 drJ } 
o n n 
R 'IT 2'IT 
x I I I 
(n-m)I Pm(cos W) 
(n+m) I n 
1 m [h2 (kr)P2 (cos 9)si n 0) jn(K'r)Pn(cos 9) 
0 0 0 
cos m(Y-0)r2sin 9 d0 d9 dr]} . 
Performing the angular integrati ons with the help of t .he orthogonality 
relation (A.19), one finds that 
R 
Le (K) m -4n~bk I {h2(kr)j2(K'r)[P;(cos w)cos 9ocos y 
0 0 
- 2P2(cps W)sin 9 ]+ 2h (kr)j (K'r)sin 9 } r
2dr 
0 0 0 0 
(4 . 119) 
R 
L0 (K) 
0 
4'1TiEk 1 . I 
3 P 2 (cos W) sin Y (4 . 120) 
0 
Using equation (A.9) to evaluate the integrals in equations (4 . 119) and 
(4 . 120), one obtains 
R 
f h (kr)j (K'r)r2dr 0 0 
0 
l {R2 [kh1 (kR)j 0 (K 'R) k 2 ,2 -K 
- K 'h (kR)j ( K 'R) ]+ ki } 
0 0 
(4 . 121) 
R 
f h 2 (kr)j 2 (K'r)r2dr 
0 
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i ,2 
- K1h (kR)j (K 1R)]+-K-}. 
2 3 k3 (4.122) 
Substitution of these expressions into equations (4.119) and (4.120) 
yields 
x [cos 9 cos 1jJ sin 1jJ cosy - (cos2l/J - ..!.) sin e J 
0 3 0 
sin 
(4.124) 
where the expressions for the Legendre polynomials have been written 
out explicitly. 
Now just as in the case of the magnetic dipole, the region of 
integration in K space for the integrals in equations ( 4 .112) - ( 4 .114) 
can be restricted from all of K space to the region where Ii< - kl = 
K 1 ~ tk with negligible error, provided Id >> 1 . Letting U repre-
sent the region where Ii< - kl ~ ; k, equations (4.112) - (4.114) 
become 
x 
-80.-
s"'(K)l19 (i<)l
2di< + 
E o 
2 ikr 
{
Ek e 0 sin e
0 2Re 2 l27T r 
0 
S"'(K)i10 (i<)j
2 dK 
E o 
2 -ikr 0 
_ * _ _ Ek sin e e 
S'V(K) Lg (K)L0 (K)dK + ----~---E o O 127T r 
0 
x J 
u 
* * -S (K) 1 0 (K) dK , 
0 
(4.125) 
(4.126) 
(4 . 127) 
Since K' = Ii< - k'I ~ _!_ k in 2 U , and since kR >>> 1 , one 
may use the asymptotic expansions which are valid for large arguments 
for the Hankel and Bessel functions found in equations (4.123) and 
(4.124). From Section A.l, one finds 
- 1 ikR 
"' - e kR 
. i ikR 
h 2 (kR) "' kR e "'L ikR h 3 (kR) kR e 
as kR ~ oo. Substitution of these into equations (4.123), (4.124) and 
rearranging terms yields 
-U1~ 
~~k 2 
= · (cos e. cosijJ sinijJ cosy+ sin l/J sine.) 
k2 ,1 0 0 -K 
, 2 87r E sin e 
i ~z+ 0 
k3 3k2 
(4.128) 
L0 (K) 
0 
-47rifk . ikR sin K 'R 'R ' 2 
--- cos 1jJ sin 1jJ sin y [e ( , +i cos K )- i~z 
k2-K,2 K k k3 
(4 . 129) 
In the neighborhood of K' = k, the last term on the right hand 
side of equation (4.128) will be quite small in comparison to the 
rest of the expression. Since it is known from the derivation with 
the magnetic dipole that most of the contribution to the integrals in 
equations (4.125) and (4.126) comes from this neighborhood, the last 
term in eq. (4.128) may be neglected. Then equations (4 . 128) and 
(4.129) become 
2 47riEk(cos l/J sin l/J cosy cos 9 + sin l/J sin 9 ) F(K') (4.130) 
0 0 
-47riEk cos l/J sin l/J sin y F (K') (4.131) 
where 
F( ') = 1 I ikR(sin K'R + . cos K'R) iK' 2 I 
K 2 2 e K ' l. k - --3- . 
k - K' k 
(4.132) 
Substituting equations (4.130) and (4.131) into equations 
(4.125) ~ (4.127), one finds that 
+ 
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(4.133) 
u (4.134) 
u 
+ sin2ljJ sin e ) (cos ljJ sinljJ siny) jF(K') j 2 dK 
0 
iE2k3t 3v 2sin e e-ikro 
247T3/2 r2 
0 u (4.135) 
where the explicit equation for p~EhF , given by equation (4 . 47), has 
E: 
been substituted into the equations. 
Changing the integration variables from K to K' , recalling 
that K' = K - k , and noting that cosljJ = K'/K' sinl/Jcosy= K'/K' 
z ' x ' 
sin ljJ sin y = K' / K' , one finds that equations (4.133) - (4.135) become 
y 
2 6 3 2 J <IE l2>=EkR.v 
lQ 8 3/2 2 
o 7T ro U 
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e
-IK'+kl 2,Q,2 /4 [KI z (K' cos Q -K' sin Q ) 
,2 x 0 z 0 
K 
+ sin 
E2 2 . 2" 
} 
V sin " 
Q
0
)F(K')dK 1 + o 
9/ 
0 
'2 '2 E2k6R. 3v2 
-li<'+kl 2,Q,2 /4 
< I El0 12 > = I K K IF(K')l 2 z Y.. diZ' 8 3/2 2 e ,4 0 
* < ElQ El0 > 
0 0 
TI r 
0 u 
-E2k6R.3v2 J -liZ'+kl2R.2/4 
8 3/2 2 e 7T ro U 
+ sin Q ] 
0 
K 1 K 1 
z x 
'2 K 
K 
K' 
[-Z-(K' cos Q -
,2 x 0 K 
--2332 
it-k ,Q, v sin Q0 e J e- liZ'+kj2 h~ h~ * _ + -----..,,..--------- --- F (K') dK' . 
247T3/2 r2 ,2 O U K 
-ikr 
0 
K' 
z 
Now a second change of variables will be made from the K' 
variables to the s variables, where the s variables are 
defined by equations (4.61) - (4.63). Noting that z; = K' 
(4.136) 
(4.137) 
sin Q ) 
0 
(4.138) 
' 
h~ COS Q
0 
- h~ sin Q0 = l;l = l; sin n Clp~ , etc., equations (4.136) -
(4.138) become 
00 'IT 2'1T 
I I I 
k/2 0 0 
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2 2 2 
--[?; +k +2sk cos nJQ. I 4 
e 
3 3 2 2 2 
- 2 cos n sin n cos l=;, cos e sin e - 2 sin n cos l=;, sin e 
0 0 0 
+ 2 cosnsinncosl=;,cos 9 sine] !F(?;)! 2 s 2sinndt;, dn d?; 
0 0 
_E_2_k_3Q,_3_v_2_s_i_n_e_o Im {e ikr o ooJ 'ITJ 2'1TJ 
l2'1T3/2 r2 
0 k/2 0 0 
2 2 · 0 2/ 
-[?; +k +2?;k cos ng~ 4 
e 
2 2 
x [-sin n cos l=;, sin e + cos n sin n cos l=;, cos 9 
0 0 
00 'IT 2'1T 
I I I 
k/2 0 0 
2 2 2 
-[?; +k +2?;k cos nJQ. /4 
e 
(4.139) 
4 2 2 2 3 
x [sin n cos l=;, sin l=;, sin e - 2 cos n sin n cos l=;, sin l=;, cos e sin e 
0 0 0 
(4.140) 
x 
x 
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00 7T 27T 
J I J 
k/2 0 0 
[ i 4 3t" . • 2" . 3 2t" " . " s n n cos "' sins sin "' - cos n sin n cos "' cos "' sin "' 0 0 0 
2 2 3 2 
sin n cos s sin l;sin g - cos n sin n cos s sins cos g sin go 
0 0 
2 2 2 + cos n sin n cos s sins cos g + cos n sin n sins cos g sin g ] 
0 0 0 
00 7T 27T 
I I f 
k/2 0 0 
[-sin2n cost; sins+ 
* 2 + cosnsinnsinl;cos g] F (z;;)z;; sinndn dl; dz;;. 
0 
(4 .141) 
Performing the t; integrations in eqs. (4.139)- (4.141), one finds that 
00 7T 
f f 
k/2 0 
. 2" sin"' 
0 
4 2 . 2 2" 8 2 i 2 1 I ) I 2 2 + cos n sin n cos "' + cos n s n g F(z;; z;; sin n dn dz;; 0 0 
_E_2_k_3_£_3_v_2_s_in __ 2e_o_ Im{eikro oof f1T 
121T r 2 
0 k/2 0 
} 
E2 2 . 2" \! sin "' 
dz;; + 0 2 
· 9r 
(4.142) 
0 
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00 7T 
f I 
k/2 0 
(4 . 143) 
0 . (4.144) 
It can be seen from equation (4.144) that the transverse components of 
the field are uncorrelated, just as in the case of the magnetic dipole . 
Making the change of variables w = s£ , t = cos n , and 
rearranging terms, one finds that equations (4.142) and (4.143) become 
00 1 
I I 
kt/2 -1 
. 2" sin 1::1 -
0 
x 
1 2 2 2 I e[w +k i +Owk~tz/4 
-1 
[l + t 2 ] cE~F w2dt dw} 
E2 2 . 2" \! sin "" 
+-----o-
9r2 
0 
(4.145) 
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00 1 
J J 
k'l/2 -1 
2 2 2 4 I w 
1
2 2 + 6 cos Q
0
- 2)t + (1- 5 cos Q
0
)t ] F(y) w dt dw. (4.146) 
Now through repeated integration by parts, one can show that 
1 
f t4e-wkit/2 dt ~ [~O~ _ 16 + 96 ] 
wk'l (wk£.) 2 (wk£.) 3 
-1 
wkR./2 
e ( 4 .14 7) 
for wk£.>> 1 • Using this equation and equations (4.77) and (4.78), 
one can perform the t integrations in equations (4.145) and (4.146) . 
Keeping only the higher order terms in wk£. , one obtains 
2 4 2 f < I E I 2> ~ E k \) 
19 r:::: 0 2 2 
o v'JT N r 0 kJ.,/ 2 
E2k2v 2sin29 
Im { e 0 
3/IT i r 2 
0 
00 
00 
-ikr I 0 
!&, /2 
2E2k3v2 I 2 < IE10 12> ~ -[w-~z /4 e ITii3 r 2 0 k'l I 2 0 
.-[w-UJ'/4 wF(;)dw} 
E 2v 2sin29 
+ 
0 
9r2 
0 
(1 + ~ w~ 2 ~ cos g 0 fcE~FlO 
(4.148) 
dw. 
(4.149) 
Owing to the fact that most of the contribution to the integrals 
in equations (4.148) and (4.149) comes from a relatively small neigh-
borhood about the point w = ki , the same type of approximations can 
be made here that were made in the case of the magnetic dipole. These 
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approximations are 
(4.150) 
(4.151) 
When these approximations are made in equations (4.148) and (4.149) and 
if at the same time the change of variables R T = (w-kt)T is made, the 
results are 
+ 
00 
< IE10 12> E
2v 2R 2 2 ] f 
"' 2r2t 
[cos e + 
0 (kt) 2 0 
0 -oo 
00 
f e-T2t 2/4R2 (1 - ~lpqF dT 
T 
- oo 
E2v2sin2e 
0 
9r2 
(4.152) 
0 
-T2t 2/4R2 [1- cos T)dT e 2 (4.153) T 
1 
where the lower limit on the integrals has been extended from 2 kt to 
-oo • 
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It has been shown in evaluating equation (4.88) that 
00 
I 
-T 2.Q,2 /4R2 [ l - cos e 
T2 
-= 
T] dT l\J 7T . (4.154) 
Furthermore, it can be s een that 
00 
f - T2.Q,2 /4R2 [ cos T - l] e T dT 0 (4 . 155) 
-= 
since the integrand is an odd function. Hence , equations (4 . 152) and 
(4.153) become 
2 2 2 00 E I&.\J sin e sin kr 
f - T2.Q, 2 / 4R2 sin + 0 0 T dT 2 e 61TI T r 0 -= 
E2v 2sin2e 
+ 
0 
9r2 
(4.156) 
0 
2 2 
< IE 12 > f\J E \) RITI 2 2 ] [cos e + 
100 2r2 .Q, 0 (k.Q,) 2 0 
(4.157) 
Comparing the magnitudes of the first and last terms on the right-hand 
side of equation (4.156), it can be seen that the former is on the 
order of times the latter. Since k.Q, >> 1 , R/.Q, >> 1 , the 
last term should be neglected. Furthermore, the integral in the second 
term on the right-hand side of equation (4.156) was calculated earlier 
in evaluating the integral in equation (4.88). The result was 
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00 
f (4 . 158) 
00 
Thus it can be seen that the first term of equation (4.156) is on the 
order of kR times the second term and hence the second term should 
also be neglected. Therefore, one has 
(4 . 159) 
(ii) Discussion of results 
Summarizing the results of the derivation for the electric 
dipole situated at the center of the randomly-inhomogeneous sphere, 
one has 
<IE1e 12> 'V E 
2
v 2RITI [l + .!.(kt) 2sin2e ] 
2r2 t 2 0 0 
0 
< IE10 12 > E 
2v 2RITI 2 2 ] 
'V 
2r2 
[cos 9 + 
t 0 (kt) 2 0 
0 
A plot of the root-mean-square field components for kt 10 is 
given in Figure 4.7. 
It can be seen that the results for the electric dipole are 
nearly the same as those for the magnetic dipole, except that E19 
0 
and E10 are interchanged. However, it should be noted that 
0 
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< I El0 12 > does not vanish at e 
0 
TI/2 , unlike the case of < IE 12> le 
0 
seen that < I E10 1
2 
> 
0 2 
for the magnetic field. It is also and < IE I > 19 
0 0 
are not precisely equal at 9 = 0 but rather they differ by a term 
0 
of the order l/(k,Q,) 2 • The reason for this is that in making the 
approximations in the calculation for < IE19 1
2
>, terms of this order 
were neglected. More 
0 
exact calculations would 
and < I E10 1
2 
> are in fact equal at 
0 
e 
0 
= 0 . 
show that <IE 12 > 19 
0 
One can show that the condition required on the parameters in 
order that the Born approximation yield reliable results is the same 
as for the magnetic dipole, namely 
The polarization of the scattered wave can be analyzed with 
the help of the Stokes parameters just as in the previous case. The 
degree of polarization m is given by 
1 m ~ ~~~-I-~~~~-
4 2 1 + csc e 
(kt) 2 0 
and the polarization of the polarized part of the wave is linear and 
in the e direction. 
4.3 Scattering for the Case of k t << 1 
The far-zone scattered field will now be determined under the 
assumption that the wavelength is much greater than the correlation 
distance of the randomly-inhomogeneous medium, i.e., it is a ssumed that 
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kQ, << 1 • The case of the magnetic dipole will be considered first, to 
be followed by the case of the electric dipole. 
A. Scattering with the Magnetic Dipole 
{i) Derivation 
The zeroth order electric field of the magnetic dipole in terms 
of the unit vectors er , 
0 
which is repeated here: 
ee ' and 
0 
i Cr) -E sin e c.!. + _i_> = 
0 o r kr2 
-E cos e c.!. + _i_> 
o r kr2 
e 
e 
was given by equation (4.28) 
ikr Pj:(cos 0)sin 0 e 
r 
0 
ikr 1 9)sin 0 P1 (cos ee 
0 
1 i ikr 1 -+ E(- + ~-F e P1 (cos 0) cos 0 e~ r kr2 vo 
where the fact that 1 P1 (cos 9) =sin 0 has been employed. 
Since the singularities of E at the origin are integrable, 
0 
the expression for E1 or either of its components is given by equa-
tion (4•.'4) or (4.6). Then utilizing the development in Section 4.1 , 
the expression for the mean square components and mean of the product 
of the components is obtained from equation (4.10): 
= k 4 J J e- • i er> 
16 2 2 a o 
'IT ro V V 
- --* - -ik • (r-r') 
e • E (r' )e B o 
x R Clr-r'l)dr dr' 
£ 
where V is the entire volume of the randomly-inhomogeneous sphere 
and where k = ke 
r 
0 
In particular, 
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f - - - - -* - -ik • <r-r') e 9 •E0 (r) e 9 • E (r')e v 0 0 
x o~< 1-r--r· 1 > dr dr' 
k4 J J; ·E (r); • E*<r')e-ik. <r-r') 
16n2r2 0 o 0 
0 v v 0 0 
x Rv< lr-r I) dr dr' 
E: 
x &v< lr-r' 1 > dr dr' . 
E: 
(4.160) 
(4.161) 
(4.162) 
Substituting the explicit expression for E into equations (4.160) -
0 
- - 2 2 
'
--I 2 -lr-r' I /i (4.162) and recalling that Rtv( r-r' ) = \! e , one finds that 
E: 
E2k4 2 29 
__ v_c_o_s __ o_ f f 
16n2 r 2 
0 v v 
I- - 12 2 - r-r ' Ii [ 1 + i ( 1 
e rr' k -2-
r r' 
1 
- --)+ 
rr'
2 
1 ] ik(r-r') 1 0 ) 
2 2 2 e P1 (cos u k r r' 
x Pi(cos 9')sin0sin 0' e-ik•(r-r')dr dr' 
(4 . 163) 
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J J 
v v 
I- - 12 2 e - r-r' / Q, (-1- + _!_(_l __ l_) 
rr' k 2 , ,2 
r r rr 
+ 1 ] eik(r-r') p1
1 (cos 8) P1
1 (cos 8')cos 0 cos 0' 
k2 2 ,2 r r 
x e ik. (r-r' ) dr dr' (4.164) 
1-- 12 2 e - r-r' IQ, [_l_ + ..!.c_l ___ l_) 
rr' k 2 , ,2 
r r rr 
1 ik(r-r') 1 1 + 2 2 2 J e P1 (cos 8) P1 (cos 8')cos 0' sin 0 k r r' 
x e-ik • (r-r·') dr dr'. (4.165) 
By expressing the correlation function in equation (4.165) as 
the Fourier transform of the spectral density, one can proceed to show 
* that < E18 E10 > = 0 by using virtually the same method that was 
0 0 
employed in Section 4.2. Referring to equation (4.53), the only dif-
ference is that one would not reduce the region of integration over all 
K space to the region U where IK" - "kl = ; k It can be seen by 
following the development in Section 4.2 that this would not affect the 
* demonstration of the fact that < E18 E10 > = 0 • 
0 0 
Attention can now be focused on equations (4.163) and (4 . 164) . 
Asymptotic expressions will be obtained for <I E18 12 > and <I E10 1
2 
> 
0 0 
for two cases. 
1- - ! -Making the change of variables p =Ir and p' =Ir' so 
that dr = i 3dp and dr' = i 3dp', one finds that equations (4.163) 
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and (4.164) become 
R/ J, 1T 21T R/ 9, 1T 2'1T 
I I I · f I I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
r__!_, 
pp 
x d0 de dp d0' de' dp' (4 . 166) 
-l"'P-"'P'l 2 r 1 + i < 1 
e pp' k9- -2-p p' 
-~F + 2 / 2 21 eikJ,(p-p') Pi(cos e P11 (cos S')cos 0 cos0' pp' k 9, p p' 
x 
Now it can be seen from these equations that as k ~ 0 while R and 
9, remain constant, then 
e 
'
-- 12 
- p-p' 1 
x 
x 
2 2 
sin 0 sin 0'p p' sin e sin e' d0 de dp d0' de! dp' (4.168) 
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R/9., 1T 2rr R/9., 7T 27T ~::;4~~ I I I · I I I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
x p2p 12sin e sin e' d0 de dp d0' de' dp'. (4.169) 
Now -IP"-P"' 1
2 
e decreases very rapidly for IP-P'I > 1 . There-
fore most of the contribution to the integrals in equations (4.168) 
and (4.169) will be obtained when IP-P'I is small. But 
I p-p' I !f l"P-"P' I and le • <"P-P') I r ~ IP-P'I . Then since it is given 
that ki « 1 , it will be true that lki(p-p')I « 1, ltk • (p-p')I « 1 
in the region where most of the contribution to the integrals in (4.168) 
and (4.169) is derived. Hence one can make the approximations 
e
iki (p-p') " 1 , eiik • (p-p') " v v 1 • Thus, equations (4.168) and (4.169) 
become 
E2k2 0 2 2 2e ;v . \) cos <IE 12> '\, ______ o_ 
leo 161T2 r2 
0 
R/9., 1T 21T R/9., 1T 21T 
I I I · I f I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
I- - 12 - p-p' e 
x 
1 1 P1 (cos e)P1 (cos e')sin 0 sin 0' sine sine' 
x 
R/ 9., 1T 21T 
. J J I 
0 0 0 
x d0 de dp d0' de' dp' (4.170) 
'
-- 12 
- p-p' 
e 
1 1 P1 (cos 9)P1 (cos e')cos 0 cos 0' sine sine' 
x d0 de dp d0' de' dp' (4.171) 
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as k + 0 while R and t remain fixed. 
Returning to equations (4.163) and (4.164), let the change of 
1- - 1-
variables n = R r , n' = R r' now be made. Then the expressions 
for <I E19 1
2 
> and <I E10 1
2 
> become 
0 0 
1 TI 2TI 1 TI 2TI 
I I I · I I I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
[ 1 + i ( 1 1 ) 1 1 kR(n-n ') iRk· cn-n') x --, kR-2----2+ e e 
nn n n' nn' k 2R2n 2n' 2 
x Pi(cos 9)Pi(cos e')sin 0 sin 0'n2n 12sin9 sin 9'd0 d9 dn d0' d9' dn' 
(4.172) 
1 TI 2TI 1 
I I I · I 
0 0 0 0 
1 i 1 1 1 ikR(n-n') iRk·<n-n') 
x [-, + kR(-2- - --2)+ ] e e 
nn n n' nn' k2R2n 2n' 2 
1 1 2 2 
x P1 (cos 9)P1 (cos 9')cos 0 cos 0'n n' sin 9 sin 9'd0 de dn d0' d9' dn ' . 
(4.173) 
These equations suggest that as R + oo while k and t remain con-
stant, then one need only consider the l/nn' term in the brackets. 
This is because the other terms have coefficients of l/kR or l/k2R2 
which tend to zero as R tends to infinity. The fact that R also 
appears in the exponential complicates matters, but a careful analysis 
shows that the major con~ribution to the integral does come from the 
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l/nn' term as R becomes increasingly large. Thus, as R + 00 , one 
has 
1 7T 27T 1 7T 27T 
J J J . J J J 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
x ikR(n-n') -iRk· <n-n') 1 1 e e P1 (cos e)P1 (cos e')sin 0 sin 0' 
x nn'sin 9 sine' d0 d9 dn d0' d9' dn' 
1 7T 27T 1 TI 2TI 
J J J . J J J I
- - 12 2 2 
- n-n' R ti ikR(n-n') 
e e 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-iRk• <n-n') 1 1 
x e P1 (cos 9)P1 (cos 9')cos 0 cos 0' 
x nn' sin 9 sine' d0 d9 dn d0' de' dn' 
or, in terms of the p and p' variables, 
TI 1TI R/ i TI 2TI 
J f . f f f 1-- 12 - p-p' ikt(p-p') e e 
0 0 0 0 0 
-iik·(p-p') 1 1 
x e P1 (cos 9)P1 (cos 9
1 )sin 0 sin 0' 
x pp'sin e sin 9' d0 de dp d0' de' dp' (4.174) 
2 4 4 2 R/'l 1T 
< I El0 12 > 'V E k $1, 2 \) 2 I I 
o 161T r
0 0 0 
x 
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21T R/ 'l 1T 21T 
I · I f f -l°P-P-'1 2 ikt(p-p') e e 
0 0 0 0 
x cos 0 cos 0' sine sin e'd0 de dp d0' de' dp'. 
(4.175) 
It should be noted that the observation point must still be in the 
far-zone, i.e., r must satisfy r >> kR2 • 
0 0 
'
-- 12 
As before, since e- p-p' decreases very rapidly for jp-p'j > 1, 
and since it is still assumed that k'l << 1 , the approximations 
ikt (p-p I) -itk• (p-p I) " 1 
e 'V 1 , e v will be employed. Hence equations 
(4.174) and (4.175) become 
21T R/ 'l 1T 21T 
I · I I I 1-- 12 - p-p' e 
0 0 0 0 
x Pi(cos 9) Pi(cos 9') sin 0 sin 0'pp'sin9sin 9'd0 d9 dp d0'd9 1 dp 1 
(4.176) 
2 4 4 2 R/'l 1T 
I 12 . E k 'l \) I I < El0 >"' 2 2 
o 161T r
0 0 0 
21T t 1T 21T 
J · J I I 
0 0 0 0 
-- 2 
-lp-p' I 
e 
x Pi(cos 9)Pi(cos 9')cos 0 cos 0'pp'sin9sin 9'd0 d9 dp d0' de' dp' 
(4.177) 
as R + oo while k and 'l remain fixed. 
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Thus the problem of finding the far-zone scattered fields when 
kJI, << 1 has been split into two cases, the first being when k + 0 
with R and i remaining constant, the second being when R + oo with 
k and i remaining constant. 
Now the integrals in equations (4.170), (4.171), (4.176) and 
(4.177) will be evaluated. It is noted that 
Hence 
1-- 12 - p-p' e 
But equation (A.20) gives the expansion of a plane wave of the form 
ik • r 
e Equating -i2p· p' with k • r and using the aforementioned 
equation, one has 
i(-i2p·p') 
e I in(2n+l) jn(-i2pp')[ I 
n=O m=O 
a 
m 
(n-m)! 
(n+m)! 
x Pm(cos Q)Pm(cos Q')cos m(0-0')] (4.178) 
n n 
= ( 12 where cA m 
m 0 
m 1' 0 
When this is substituted into equations (4. 170), (4.171), (4.176) and 
(4.177), and when the order of sunnnation and integration are changed, 
these equations become 
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E2k2 0 2 2 29 2 ;v v cos I { I n (n-m) ! 
< IElQol > ~ 16TI2 r2 o n=O m=O i (2n+l) am (n+m)! 
as 
0 
R/Jl TI 2TI R/Jl TI 2TI 
x I J J . J J J 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
m m 
x j (-i2pp')P (cos Q')P (cos Q')cos m(0-0')sin Q sin Q' 
n n n 
x 
R/Jl TI TI R/Jl TI TI 
I J J · f f f 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
x d0 dQ dp d0'dQ'dp'}(4.179) 
(n-m)! 
(n+m) l 
m m 
x j (-i2pp')p (cos Q)P (cos Q')cos m(0-0')sin Q sin Q' 
n n n 
x d0 dQ dp d0' dQ' dp} (4.180) 
k -+ 0 with R and JI, fixed, and 
12 >~ E
2k \ 4.Jcos 2e 
oo { n (n-m)! 
<!Em 
0 n~l m~l in(2n+l) 16TI2 r 2 a (n+m) ! m 0 
0 
R/Jl TI 2TI R/Jl TI 2TI 
x J I J • J J f e-(p2+p' 2) Pi(cos Q)Pi(cos Q')sin 0 sin 0' 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
x j (- i2pp')Pm(cos Q)Pm(cos Q')cos m(0-0')pp'sin Q sin Q' 
n n n 
x d0 dQ dp dMDdnDdpD~ (4.181) 
x 
R/.t TI 2TI R/t TI 2TI 
I J J · J J f 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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(n-m)! 
(n+m)! 
x j (-i2pp')Pm(cos Q)Pm(cos Q')cos m(0-0')pp'sin Q sin Q' 
n n n 
x d~ dQ dp d0' dQ' dp} 
as R + 00 while k and t remain constant. 
(4.182) 
Perfonning the angular integrations in equations (4.179)- (4.182), 
one finds that 
iE 2k2n2 2 2n R/t R/t 2 2 
N v
2
cos ~M J J e-(p +p' ) 
3r2 
0 
3ro 0 0 
R/t R/t 
f I 
0 0 
jl(-i2pp')dpdp' (4.183) 
(4.184) 
as k + 0 while k and t remain constant, and 
.:r2k404 2 2n 
2 .U- N V COS ~ I >"' o 
3r2 
0 
R/t R/t 
J J 
0 0 
2 4 4 2 R/t R/t 
iE k t v J J 
3r2 
0 0 0 
( 2+ I 2) 
e- p p pp'J (-i2pp')dp dp' 
1 
(4.185) 
(4.186) 
as R + oo while k and i remain fixed. 
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The integrals in equations (4.183) - (4.186) will now be 
evaluated. Let 
11 
R/9., R/9., 
J J e 
-(p2+p'2) jl(-i2pp')dp dp' (4.187) 
0 0 
R/9., R/9., 
-(p2+p'2) 
12 J I jl(-i2pp') pp' dp dp' e (4.188) 
0 0 
so that 
.E2k2 0 2 2 2,.., l. ,,., \) cos "' 
<IE1g I 2> 'V o 11 
o 3r2 
(4.189) 
0 
2 2 2 2 
< I E I 2 > 'V iE k 9., \) 
10 3 2 o r 
(4.190) 
0 
as R + 0 while R and 9., remain constant, and 
(4 .191) 
. 2 4 4 2 
< I E 12 > 'V iE k 9., \) 
10 3 2 o r 
(4.192) 
0 
as R + 00 while k and 9., remain fixed. Integral 1 1 will be con-
sidered first. To begin with, it is shown in Appendix B that the limits 
on the integral in equation (4.187) may be extended to infinity with 
negligible error provided that R/9., >>> 1 . Thus, 
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00 00 
(4 . 193) 
Next, j 1 (-i2pp') will be expressed as a Taylor series. Using a 
formula from the N.B.S. "Handbook" [21], one can show that 
n oo m 2m 
. (z) = /IT Z \ (-1) ( Z/2) 
Jn n+l l 3 2 m=O r (m+n+ -z)m! 
(4.194) 
Hence, 
i '- oo 2m+l p '2m+l j 1 ( -i2pp ') = - 2'1'IT l p 5 
m=O (m+-z) m! 
(4.194 ' ) 
Substituting equation (4.194') into equation (4.193) and changing the 
order of summation and integration, one has 
or 
But again from the N.B.S. "Handbook" [22] , one finds that 
00 f e -p2 p2m+l dp 
0 
Hence, 
I '\, -ii-IT I 
1 8 m=O 
m! 
m! 
2 (4.195) 
(4 . 196) 
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The infinite sum in equation (4.196) may be evaluated with the 
aid of some properties of the hypergeometric function. From the N.B.S. 
"1Iandbook" [23], one finds that 
F(a,b;c;z) 
and 
F(a,b;c;l) 
00 
r(c) I 
f(a) f(b) m=O 
I'(c) r (c-b-a) 
f(c-a) f(c-b) 
f(m+a) f (m+b) zm 
f(m+c) m! (4.197) 
(4.198) 
provided c ~ 0,-1,-2,···, Re(c-a-b) > 0. When z = 1, equation 
( 4 .197) becomes 
00 
F(a,b;c;l) f (c) l f(a) f (b) m=O 
f(m+a) f(m+b) 
f(m+c) m! 
Utilizing equation (4.198), one finds that 
Hence, 
f(c) f(c-b-a) 
f(c-a) f(c-b) 
00 
l 
m=O 
f(m+a) r(m+b) 
r(m+c) mf 
00 
f(c) l f(m+a) f (m+b) 
f (a) f(b) m=O f (m+c) m! 
= 
r(a) f(b) r(c-a-b) 
rec-a) f (c-b) 
provided that c ~ 0,-1,-2,···, Re(c-a-b) > 0 . 
(4.199) 
Noting that f(m+l) = m!, equation (4.199) can be applied to 
equation (4.196) to show that 
. -i/IT I rv--1 8 
r(1) r(1) r<%-1- 1) 
5 5 f(--1) f(--1) 2 2 
But 
Hence, 
i 
2 
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(4.200) 
Now integral 1 2 will be evaluated. Using equation (A.6) , 
the explicit formula for jl , and noting that 
sin(-iz) -i sinh z } (4.201) cos (-iz) = cosh z 
one finds that 
Rf£ R/£ 
e-(p 2+p' 2)[ i sinh 2pp' 
12 I I i co sh 2PP 'J pp' dp dp' 2pp' 
0 0 
4p2 p'2 
or 
Rf£ R/£ 
( 2+ '2) 
-i f f 2 , _ sinh 2pp'] 12 =- e - p p [cosh dp dp' . 2 PP Zpp' 
0 0 
With the aid of equations (A.5) and equations (4.201) it c a n be s een 
that 
Hence, 
sinh 2pp ' 
2pp' j (-i2pp ') . 0 
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R/t R/t 2 2 
i2 I I e-(p +p' ) I 2 = cosh 2pp' dp dp' 
0 0 
+ 
i 
2 
R/t R/t 
I J 
0 0 
( 2+ ,2) 
e- p p j (-i2pp')dp dp'. 
0 
(4.202) 
The second integral on the right hand side of equation (4.202) can be 
evaluated by the same method that was employed in evaluating integral 
First, the limits are extended to infinity. Then j (-i2pp') is 
0 
expressed as a Taylor series by means of equation (4.194). Thus, 
R/t R/t 2 2 f f e-(p +p' ) 
00 00 
j
0
(-i2pp')dp dp' N ff 
0 0 0 0 
x rn Y{ 1 2 
m=O f (m+ ;)m! 
Now from the N.B.S. "Handbook" (24), one finds tha t 
00 
I 
2 2 1 1 
e-p p m dp = 2 f (m + 2). 
0 
Hence, 
R/t R/t 
J J 
0 0 
-(p2+ p'2) Ii 00 r 2 (m+1.) 
e j (-i2pp')dp dp'"-'s l 3 2 
0 
m=O r (m +-z)m! 
Next, utilizing equation (4.199), one finds that 
0 0 
(4.203) 
(4.204) 
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Thus, equation (4.202) becomes 
But 
i 
2 
R/t R/t 
f f 
0 0 
-(p2+p'2) i 2 
e cash 2pp' dp dp' +~ 16 
R/t R/t R/t R/t 2 
f f e-(p2+p'2) 1 f f e-(p-p') cash 2pp'dp dp' = 2 
0 0 0 0 
R/t R/t 
+ t f f e-(p+p')2 dp dp' 
0 0 
(4.205) 
dp dp' 
where the fact that co sh 2pp I - lre2pp '+ -2pp' has been employed. 2 e ] 
Now 
R/ t R/ R, 
-(p+p')2 
R/t 2 R/t ,2 
f f dp dp' 6 I e-p dp f e-p dp' e 
0 0 0 0 
co co 
f 
2 
f 
,2 
~ e-p dp e-p dp 7T = 4 
0 0 
Next, assuming R/t >>>l , one has 
R/t co 
f 
-(p-p')2 
J 
2 
e dp rV e-p dp v'TI 
0 -co 
except when p' is very close to 0 or R/t (e.g., p' < 5 or 
p' > B: R, - 5) which is a negligible part of the interval [O,R/t]. 
Thus 
R / 9., R / 9., 2 
J I e -(p-p') dp dp' 
0 0 
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R / 9., 
"' ITT f dp' 
0 
ITT R 
-9.,-
But if R/ 9., >>> 1 , then R./TI/9., >>> n/ 4 , and hence 
R/ 9., R/ 9., 2 2 
J J e - (p +p' ) cash 2pp' dp dp' "' 
0 0 
Thus , equation (4.205) becomes 
- R liT + in2 
4 t 16 
But sin ce RITI/ 49., >>> n2/ 16 , on e has 
-iRITI 
49., 
R /TI 
29., 
(4.206) 
Substituting equations (4.200) and (4.206) into equations (4.189) -
(4.192) , one finds that 
as k-+ 0 while R 
< IE1g 12 > 'V 
0 
and 
6r2 
0 
9., remain constant, 
E2k49v3Rv2./TI cos2Q 
0 
12r2 
0 
(4.207) 
( 4. 208) 
and 
(4.209) 
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E2k4Sl3Rv2/7T 
12r2 
0 
as R + oo while k and Sl remain fixed. 
(ii) Discussion of results 
(4.210) 
Equations (4.207) , (4.208), and (4.209), (4.210), together 
* with the fact that < E1g E1111 > = 0 , represent the results of the O Po 
examination of the far zone scattered field with the magnetic dipole 
for k!l << 1 . Comparing equations (4 . 207) and (4.208) with equations 
(4.209) and (4.210), one finds that the ratio of the magnitudes of the 
former to the latter is of the order 2 R 1: (k!l) T . Thus, if 
~Ek!lF O << 1 , equations (4.207) and (4.208) must be used to characterize 
the field, while if ~Ek!lF O >> 1 , then equations (4.209) and (4 . 210) 
are employed. If ~Ek!lF O ~ 1 , then neither set of equations would be 
reliable. This is due to the fact that they are asymptotic approxima-
tions and in their derivation terms were neglected whose magnitudes 
ld b · · f · · f ~EkM F 2 " 1 • wou e signi icant i N N v 
Further examinati on of equations (4.207) and (4.208) or (4 . 209) 
and (4.210) reveals that the mean square values of the two components 
of the scattered field are of the same magnitude, unlike the case of 
kSl >> 1 2 where the magnitudes differed by a factor of (k!l) It is 
also significant to note that the mean square value of E10 is inde-
o 
pendent of g 
0 
The condition required to insure the validity of the Born 
approximation will be different now t han for the case where k!l >> 1 • 
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Recall that it is assumed that in order for the Born method to give 
reliable results, the inequality 
Assuming that 
condition becomes 
or 
should hold. 
2 2 
rv E /r , the 
0 
(4 . 211) 
Since kt << 1 , this is a much weaker condition than in the previous 
case where kt » 1 • Hence, for a given value of 2 \) the Born 
method will be valid for much greater values of R than previously. 
Now it may happen that l/k4t 3R > 1 , but nevertheless the derivation 
of the Born approximation in Section 2.3 still requires that 2 \) << 1. 
The polarization of the scattered field may be analyzed by means 
of the Stokes parameters just as in the case of k t >> 1 It is not 
difficult to show that the degree of polarization m is given by 
m t\J 
1 
2 csc2 Q - 1 
0 
and that the polarization (of the polarized part of the wave) is linear 
and in the 0 direction. 
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B. Scattering with the Electric Dipole 
(i) Derivation 
The electric field of the elec tric dipol e in a homo-
geneous medium was given by equation (4 .16 ) : 
E (r) 
0 
1 {2h (kr)cos - - i Ek 3 0 
+ ..!. iEk {2h (kr)sin 3 0 
h 2 (kr) [sin gMp~Ecos g)cos g + 0 
+ 2P 2 (cos g)cos g n e o r 
0 
g
0
- h 2 (kr) [ cos 
1 g
0
P2 (cos g)cos 
- 2P 2(cos g)sin g0 ] } e9 
0 
0 
0 
Utilizing the derivation in Section 4.2B, the expression for 
the ensembl e average of two field components is given by equation 
(4.108): 
<blab~s> = 16: : r 2 I J ea ·Eo(r)ef3 ·~ErD F~<lr-rDlFe-ik (r-r')dr dr ' 
0 v v 
2 ikr Ek e 0 sin 9
0
e8 • eg 
+ -------=-----0 J e"' • E
0
(r)R,. (r)e-ik·r dr 
12TI r 2 "" £ 
0 v 
+ dr' 
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where V is the volume of the randomly-inhomogeneous sphere. It should 
be recalled that it is the principal value of the volume integrals that 
is to be calculated (one performs the angular integrations first) . By 
substituting the explicit expressions for E 
0 
and o~ into this equa-
e:: 
tion, it can be seen that 
2 6 6 2 R/£ 7T 27T 
< I ElQ 12 > = E k ; \) 2 f f f 
o 1447T r
0 0 0 0 
R/ Q, 7T 27T 2{ [ . 1_0 ( I)] 
f J J 
_,-_-, e 1 !.V(, p-p . 2 
• e p p 4 sin Q 
0 0 0 (k!l,) 2PP' 0 
-2 [ -1 + 
(kJl,) 2pp I 
3i 
+ ~ 
3 
J eik!l,(p-p')[cos Q sin Q P12 (cos Q) cos 0 (kJl,) p p I 0 0 
3 
( Q) "" 4P ( Q)P ( "')sin2Q
0
]} e-Ltk•(p-p') x p2 cos cos p + 2 cos 2 cos ~ 
-ll5-
2 3 3 2 
x p2p 12sin Q sin Q' d0 dQ dp d0 ' dQ'dp' - E kt v 
187Tr2 
iktp 
e 
2 2 2 
nk 2 } E v sin Q0 x e-iN •p p sin Q d0 dQ dp + 
2 9r 
0 
0 
(4.212) 
R/t7T27T R/t7T27T __ 2 [ 
El42k47T6; 6vr: I I J . J J J e-1 p-p' I \ - ~ 3 
0 0 0 (U) pp' (U) pp' 0 0 0 0 
9 + 9 3 i 3 3 + (kt) 6p3p I 3 (kt)4p3p, + (kt) 3 
(---
(U)3p2p,2 2 2 p p' pp' 
9 9 ) J eikl.{p-p') 1 1 + (U)2p3p,2 (kt)2p2p,3 P 2(cos Q)P 2(cos Q') 
- - - 2 2 Q'd0 dQ dp d0'dQ'dp' (4.213) 
x sin 0 sin 0, e -iik• (p-p ') p p' sin Q sin 
2 6 6 2 R/t 7T 27T 
E k t v I J f 
1447T2 r~ 0 0 0 
R/t 7T 2rr 
I J J 
0 0 0 
1
- - 12 
- p-p' 
e 
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x Pi(cos Q')sin 0'1} e-Hk•(p-p')p 2p 12sing.sin Q'd0 dQ dp d0'dQ.' dp' 
+ 
-ikr 
iE2k3i 3v 2e 0 sin 
361T r 2 
0 
Q 
0 
R/i 1T 21T 
I J f 
0 0 0 
x (4.214) 
where the change of variables 1- - 1-p =yr , p' =yr' has been made and 
where explicit expressions for the Hankel functions have been used in 
equations (4.212) and (4.213). 
Using the same method that was employed in Section 4.2 (replacing 
the correlation function by the Fourier transform of the spectral den-
sity, etc.), one can demonstrate that <ElQ El0 > 0 . 
02 0 
< IE10 j 2 > will Asymptotic approximations for < jElQ I > and now 
0 0 
be found for two special cases, just as was done with the magnetic 
dipole. As k + 0 while R and i remain fixed, the only terms in 
the expressions for the Hankel functions or their products which con-
tribute significantly to the integrals are those with the or 
l/p3p 13 factors. Thus, making the additional approximations 
e
iki (p-p 1) n . iik•(p -p') 1 
v 1 , e '\J in the first integrals on the right 
in equations (4.212) and (4.213) and making the approximation e 
eiktp n . 1 ' eitk•p n. 1 (4 ) v v in the second integral in equation .212 , 
one finds that 
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Rf£ TI 2TI R/£ TI 2TI 
f f I · I I f 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
x 
x 
2 2 2 
+ 4P2 (cos 9)P2 (cos 9')sin 9 0 ]p p' sin 9 sin 9'd0 d9 dp d0'd9'dp' 
Rf£ TI 2TI bO~:~P:~ rm{eikr0 J J J 
0 0 0 0 
E2 2 • 21"1 
} 
\I sin "' 
dp + 9r2 o (4.215) 
0 
2 6 6 2 Rf£ TI 
k £ \) I J 
144TI2 r~ 0 0 
2TI R/i TI 2TI 
J · I J f 
0 0 0 0 
-lp-p' 12 9 e [-----=-] 
(ki)6p3p,3 
x [m~Ecos 9Fm~Ecos 9')sin 0 sin 0'Jp2p' 2sin 9 sin 9'd0 d9 dp d0'd9'dp' 
(4.216) 
as k + 0 while R and i remain constant. Next, as R + oo while 
k and £ remain fixed, the significant terms in the Hankel functions 
or their products are those with the l/p or l/pp' factors. Again . 
eiU(p-p') rv l using the approximations that , etc., since it is still 
assumed that ki << 1 , one finds that 
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I- -, 12( 4 sin
2
9 2 - p p 0 
e 2 + 2 (U) pp I (kt ) pp I 
. 2g ~ 2 ,2 . g sin 9'd!ll ag dp d!/l'd9'dp' - E2k3Q.3v2 x sin 
0 
p p sin 2 181T r 
x Im e { ikr0 
x 
R/9., 1T I -pO~-Oi 0 I I g i [cos 1 9)cos 0 e Up sin - k9.,p 90 P2 (cos 0 
0 0 0 
(4. 217) 
sin !ll sin 0' p2p 12sin 9 sin 9' d!/l ag dp d!/l' d9' dp' 
(4.218) 
as R + oo while k and 9., remain constant. 
Now from equation (4.178) one obtains 
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I--, 12 -(p2+p' 2) e - p-p = e i(-2ip•p') ( 2+ ,2) 00 e = e p p l 
n=O 
in(2n+l)j (-i2pp') 
n 
n 
x l a 
m=O m 
(n-m)! Pm(cos 9) Pm(cos 9') cos m(0-0')] (n+m) ! n n 
Substitution of this expression into equations (4.215) - (4.218) makes 
it possible for one to perform the angular integrations. The results 
are 
E2v2 RI/£ RI/£ 2 ,2 
(3 + sin29
0
] e-(p +p ) j 2 (-i2pp')ppl' dp dp' 
- Sr2 
0 0 0 
E2v 2sin20 
+-----0 
9r2 
0 
2 2 Rf£ Rf£ 2 2 
2 3E v J I e-(p +p' ) 1 <I El0 I > "' - j 2 (-i2pp ') pp I dp dp I 
o Sr2 
0 0 0 
as k + 0 while R and £ remain constant, and 
Rf£ Rf£ 
- i<3 + sin290 ) I J 
0 0 
+ 
Rf£ 2 2 I e-(p +p' ) j 2(-i2pp')pp'dp dp' 
0 
as R + oo while k and £ remain constant. 
(4.219) 
(4.220) 
(4.221) 
(4.222) 
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Employing the method that was used to evaluate equation (4.187) 
one can show that 
R/£ R/£ 2 2 
J J e-(p +p' ) 1 j2(-i2pp') pp' dp dp' ~ 
0 0 
1 
9 (4. 223) 
Furthermore, employing the method that was used to evaluate equation 
(4.188), one finds that 
Rf£ R/£ 2 2 
RIIT J J ~-Ep +p' ) j (-i2pp ' )pp' dp dp' ~ 
0 4£ 0 0 
(4. 224) 
RL£ RL£ 2 2 
_ RIIT J I e-(p+p') j2(-i2pp 1 )pp ' dp dp' ~ 
4£ 0 0 
(4.225) 
When these values are substituted i nto equations (4.219) - (4.222), 
the results are 
as k + 0 while R and £ remain constant, .and 
E2v2s in2G 
+-----0 
9r2 
0 
(4.226) 
( 4. 22 7) 
(4. 228) 
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E2k 4.R, 3Rv2 liT 
60r2 
0 
(4.229) 
as R + 00 while k and .R, remain constant. Since the last two 
terms on the right hand side of equation (4.228) become negligible in 
comparison to the first term as R + 00 , this equation becomes 
[ 1 + 7 sin29 ] 
0 
(ii) Discussion of results 
(4.230) 
The results of the examination of the far-zone scattered 
field with the electric dipole for kt << 1 are given by equations 
(4.226), (4.227), and (4.229), (4.230), plus the fact that 
* <E19 E10 > = 0. Comparing equations (4.226), (4.227) with equations 
0 0 
(4.229), (4.230), it can be seen that the magnitude of the latter is 
on the order of k 4 .R. 3R times the magnitude of the former. Thus, if 
k 4.R. 3R << 1 , the mean square field components are given by equations 
(4.226) and (4.227), while for k 4.R.3R >> 1 the mean square components 
are given by equations (4.229) and (4.230). If 
neither set of equations gives accurate values for the mean square 
field components. 
The condition required in order for there to be confidence 
in the validity of Born method is obtained in the same way as for the 
case of the magne tic dipole. Assuming that k 4 .R. 3R >> 1 , one finds 
that the requirement !E
0
! 2 >> < IE1 !
2
> is equivalent to 
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2 
\) (4.231) 
which is identical to the condition found for the magnetic dipole . 
There is, however, an additional requirement here. Determination of 
the mean square field components began with equation (4.108). 
Reexamining the derivation of this equation in Section 4.2, it can be 
seen that it was obtained in part by the use of approximate values for 
the scattered fields "close to" the dipole. In Section 4.2, "close to" 
meant distances much less than the wavelength which was much less than 
the correlation distance, but in this section "close to" will be 
assumed to mean distances much less than the correlation distance. The 
approximate values for the fields, given by equations (4.106) and 
(4.106'), were derived by assuming that 'V -£(r) could be replaced by 
'V 
the spatial constant £(0) in order to determine the fields near the 
dipole. This procedure is presumably valid, provided that the change 
in ~ per wavelength is small, i.e., provided Afs~f << 1 Noting 
that k = 2n/A , this is equivalent to fs~lO <<< k 2 • By taking the 
ensemble average one then obtains the requirement 
rvl 2 < IV£ > <<< 
10
'):12 n. '):2;n2 For the purposes of estimation, one can assume that v~ v ~ N 
where Q, is the correlation distance. Thus it is required that 
<~O>/nKO <<<k2 . But since <~O> = v2 , the requirement becomes 
2 2 2 \) <<< k Q, • (4. 2 32) 
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Equations (4.231) and (4.232) must both be satisfied before the Born 
solution can be considered reliable. 
Through the use of the Stokes parameters, the degree of 
polarization m of the scattered field is found to be 
m rv 
1 
2 l+ csc G 
0 
1 
as k -+ 0 while R and Q, remai n cons t. 
as R -+ oo while k and Q, remain 
constant. 
The polarization of the polarized part of the wave is found to be linear 
and in the G direction. 
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V. SCATTERED FIELD AT THE CENTER OF A RANDOMLY-INHOMOGENEOUS 
DIELECTRIC SPHERE UPON WHICH A PLANE WAVE IS INCIDENT 
This part is concerned with examining the scattered electric 
field at the center of a randomly-inhomogeneous sphere when a plane 
wave is incident upon it. The sphere is assumed to have the same 
characteristics which were delineated in the beginning of Part IV. 
The plane wave is taken to be linearly polarized in the x direction 
and propagates in the negative z direction. The situation is illus-
trated in Figure 5.1. 
The problem of finding the field will be separated into two 
cases, the first being when the correlation distance is much greater 
than the wavelength and the second being when the correlation distance 
is much less than the wavelength. As in the previous part, it is the 
mean-square values of the components and the mean of the products of any 
two transverse components which will be sought. Now, however, there 
will be three components to deal with, not just two as in the last 
part. It will be found that the methods needed to handle the problem 
are virtually the same as those used in the previous part. 
5.1 Preliminary Development 
Let the incident plane wave be given by 
"E (r) 
0 
E e 
0 
-ike 
z 
where E is taken to be real. 
0 
• r 
e 
x 
(5.1) 
x 
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RANDOMLY-INHOMOGENEOUS 
SPHERE 
i-----11~z 
plane wave 
y OBSERVATION POINT (at center) 
Figure 5.1. Randomly-Inhomogeneous Sphere with 
Incident Plane Wave 
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Assuming the validity of the Born approximation, the scat-
tered field at an interior point of the inhomogeneous sphere is given 
by equation (2 .25) : 
E1 (r0 ) = k
2 f Fcr0 ,r) • "'E0 (r) ~ErFdr - 1 ~CrMFbM ErMF 
v 
where r is the observation point and where V is the entire volume 
0 
of the inhomogeneous sphere. It should be recalled that it is 
understood that one is to find the principal value of the volume 
integral. 
Since the observation point is taken to lie at the center of 
the sphere and since the origin of the coordinate system is also taken 
to be at the center of the sphere, then r = 0 . 
0 
Using the preceding 
equation and noting that E" (r) 
0 
is given by equation (5.1), one finds 
that 
• e 
x 
-ik • r rv - - 1 rv - -
e £(r)dr - -3 £(0)E (O)e 0 x 
Now from equation (2.14) one has 
rcr,r') 
or, alternately, 
rcr,r') 
Hence 
e iklr-r' 1 
4n 1-r - r' 1 
= er + ..!._ v 'v ' ) 
k2 
e ikl r-r' I 
4nlr-r'I 
(5.2) 
f(O ,r) 
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ikr (I+ L VV) e 
k2 4TTr 
Straightforward computation then reveals that 
But 
h (kr) 
0 
. ikr 
-ie 
kr 
i 3 3i ikr 
[kr - 22" - 331 e 
k r k r 
(5 . 3) 
(5 . 4) 
Thus, after a bit of manipulation, equation (5.4) can be put into the 
form 
Substitution of equation (5.5) into equation (5.2) yields 
Then 
E0 ik
3 J 
4TT 
v 
{h2(kr) e e . e +l3[2h (kr)- h2(kr)] e } 
r r x o x 
rv - -ik • r - 1 rv 
x e:(r)e dr - 3 e:(O) E
0 
ex 
Now from equation (4.15) one has 
e sin Q cos 0 e + sin Q sin 0 e + cos Q e 
r x y z 
2 2 - 2 -
e e • e 
r r x 
sin Q cos 0 e + sin Q cos 0 sin 0 e 
x y 
+ cos Q sin Q cos 0 e 
z 
(5.5) 
(5 . 6) 
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Hence equation (5.6) becomes 
{ 2 1 . . 2 2 [3 h
0 
(kr) - h 2 (kr) (3 - sin Q cos 0)] ex 
v 
Next, from equations (A.17), (A.18), and (A.19) one finds that 
P (cos Q) 
0 1 ' 
1 2 P 2 (cos Q) = -zC3 cos Q - 1) 
3 cos Q sin Q, 
In addition, it is known that 
1 
cos 0 sin 0 = 2 sin 20 , 
2 P 1 (cos Q) 3 
• 2("\ 
sin t> 
cos
20 = ;c1 + cos 20) • 
(5 . 7) 
Using these expressions, it is not difficult to show that equation 
(5.7) can be put into the form 
+ ~ h 2 (kr) m~Ecos Q)cos 0 e) ~ErFe-ik • r dr - ~ElF E0 e x 
(5.8) 
For simplicity, let 
c(r) 
Then 
Let 
• e 
a 
iE k 3 4~ f c(r) 
v 
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(5.9) 
~ErF e-ik • r dr - .!
3 
~ElF E e 
0 x 
(5 . 10) 
ea. be any of the unit vectors ex, ey, and e
2 
, and let 
be denoted by Ela. Then from equation (5.10) one has 
0 
f\J - -ik • r - 1 f\J -E(r) e dr - -3 E(O)E e • e . (5 .11) 0 x a. 
Similarly, if is also one of the unit vectors e ' y and e z 
then 
(5.12) 
Multiplying equation (5.11) by equation (5.12) and taking the ensemble 
average, one finds that 
--- -* - I\, - I\, -
ea.• C(r)e8 • c (r') < £(r) £(r') > 
But 
iE2k 3 
+ --
0
- e • e 121T x a 
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-* - "' - "' ik • r' 
• C (r')<E(r') £(0)> e dr" 
< ~<rF ~<rDF > = ~<f r-r' I) '\, - '\, < E(r) £(0) > ~ErF ' 
'\, - '\, 
< E(r') £(0) > = ~ErDF 
Hence, equation (5.13) becomes 
iE2k 3 1~1q ex. es I ea. CErF~ErF 
v 
-ik • r 
e dr 
rn
2
k
3 
ik • r' 
+ l~1q ex. ea f e-13 • c*(r') ~ErDFe dr' 
v 
(5 . 13) 
(5.14) 
Equation (5.14) will serve as the starting point for the work in the 
next two sections. 
5.2 Scattered Field for the Case of kt >> 1 
Expressing the correlation function as the Fourier transform of 
the spectral density, one finds that equation (5.14) becomes 
* < Ela. Elf3 > 
0 0 
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- - -* -, iK· <r-r' ) S'\J ( K) e • C ( r) e 0 • C ( r) e E: Cl. µ 
-i"k·<r-r') - - dr' _ x e dK dr iE2k3 1~Tq ex · es I I - - - iK • r p~EhF eCI. • C(r) e 
ex • eCI. I I iE2k3 -ik•r o x e dK dr + - 1-2-7T-
v 
v 
ik·r' i 2 2 
x e dK dr I + - \) E e . e e • e 9 o x a x S (5 . 15) 
where the K integration is performed over all K space. By changing 
the order of integration in equation (5.15) and rearranging terms, one 
can show that 
Letting 
i(i<-k)·r -
e dr 
e 
x 
I i(l<-k) • r -ea . c (r) e dr 
v 
• e 
Cl. 
I ~EhF 
(5 . 16) 
(5 . 17) 
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with an analogous definition for LS(K) , equation (5.16) becomes 
f Srv (K) Let (K) dK £ 
f *- - 1 22----p~EhF LS(K) dK + - VE e •e e •e . (5 . 18) 9 0 x Ct x s 
Using equation (5.17) and the explicit expression for C(r) given in 
equation (5.9), one finds that 
R 'TT 2rr 
I I f 
0 0 0 
- .!. P2(cos 9)cos 20)]ei(K-k)•r r 2sin9d0 d9 dr 6 2 
R TI 2rr 
(5. 19) 
LY(K) = f I J ~ hO EkrFm~Ecos 9)sin 20 ei(K-k)·r r 2sin9 d0 d9 dr 
L (K) 
z 
0 0 0 (5.20) 
R 'TT 
J J 
0 0 
9)cos 0 ei(K-k)•r r 2sine d0 d9 dr . 
(5 . 21) 
Equations (5.19) - (5.21) can be evaluated by the same tech-
niques used in Section 4.2. Let K1 = K - k , and let 
K' K 1 sin 1/J COSY e + K 'sin 1/J sin ye + K 1 COS 1/J e 
x y z 
where 1jJ and Y correspond to the angles g and 0 , respectively, 
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in spherical coordinates. Then 
e 
i(K-k)•r 
and using equation (A.20), iK'•r e can be expressed as a sum of spheri-
cal waves: 
00 n 
in(2n+l)j (K'r)[ la (n-m)! Pm(cos e)Pm(cos W) 
n m=O m (n+m)! n n l n=O 
x cosm(0-Y)] 
Substitution of this expression into equations (5.19) - (5.21) and 
reversal of the order of sununation and integration yields 
(5 .22) 
00 
{ n [ n (n-m) ! m L (i() = \' \' i (2n+l)am P (cos W) 
y n~l m~l (n+m)! n 
x m~Ecos 9)sin 20 jn(K'r)P:(cos 9)cos m(0-y)r2sin 9 di) d9 drJ} 
(5 .23) 
R 1T 21T 
L (K) 
z 
I { I [in(2n+l)am (n-rn)! Prn(cos W) ff f 31 h2(kr) 
n=O rn=O (n+m)! n 
0 0 0 
x m~Ecos 9)cos 0 jn (K'r)P:(cos 9)cos m(0 -y)r2sin 9 d0 d9 drJ} . 
(5.24) 
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Performing the angular integrations by using the orthogonality relations 
for the Legendre polynomials and the trigonometric functions, one finds 
that 
0 
R 
x f h2 (kr) j 2 (K'r)r2 dr (5.25) 
0 
R 
L (K°) - 2'1T 2 ijl)sin 2Y f h2 (kr) j 2 (K'r) 2 dr = -- P (cos r y 3 2 (5.26) 
0 
R 
L (K) -4'1T 1 ijl)cos Y f h2 (kr) j 2 (K'r) 2 dr = -- P (cos r z 3 2 (5 . 27) 
0 
The integrals in equations (5.25) - (5.27) are evaluated in equations 
(4.121) and (4.122). Let 
R 
f h (kr) j (K'r) 2 dr r 0 0 
0 
R 
f h 2 (kr) j 2 (K 'r) 2 dr . r 
0 
When this notation is employed in equations (5.25), (5.26) , and (5. 27) , 
and when the explicit expressions for the Legendre polynomials in terms 
of sin and cos functions are used, the results are 
8'1T 2 1 2 L (K) = - · F (K')+ 2'1T(cos 1jJ - -3 -sin 1jJ cos 2YJF2 (K') x 3 0 (5.30) 
L (K) y 
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2 
-2TI sin W sin 2Y F2 (K') (5.31) 
(5 . 32) 
Using equation (5.18) and the explicit expressions for the 
spectral density (equation (4.47)), the following equations for the 
mean-square components and the mean of the products of the transverse 
components can now be obtained : 
1 
3 
2 
< IE1 I > 
Yo 
< IE1z 12> 
0 
= 
E2k6.Q,3v2 
f -K2.Q,2/4 0 32n312 e 
E2k6.Q,\,2 
f -K2.Q,2/4 0 8TI3/2 e 
(5.33) 
4 2 I 12 sin~ sin 2y F2(K') dK (5.34) 
O~ . O~ 2 IF2(K')l2 dK cos sin cos y 
(5.35) 
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2 
sin2l/J sin 2y 1 sin2l/J sin . 4 + (cos tjJ 3 2y - sin cos 2y sin 2y) 
IF2(K')l2 
iE2k3i\/ 
f - K2.Q.2/ 4 2 * -0 x dK - 487T3/ 2 e sin tjJ sin 2y F2 (K')dK (5 . 36) 
+ (cos 3l/J s i nl/J cosy - ~ costjJ sinl/J cos y- costjJ s in3tjJ cosy cos 2Y) 
iE2k3£3v2 2 2 
I 12 0 I -£ K / 4 * -x F2 (K') dK + ---1- - e cos tjJ sin tjJ cosy F2(K ' )dK 247T3 2 (5.37) 
* < E E > ly lz 
0 0 
(5.38) 
It will now be demonstrated that the mean of the products of 
the transverse components vanish. Changing the integration variables in 
equations (5.36) - (5.38) from 
K' = K - k , and noting that 
+ 2K'k cos tjJ , yields 
2 
K 
K to 1<1 , where it is recalled that 
I- -,2 K'- k 2 - - 2 2 2 k + 2K ' • k + K' = k +K ' 
x 
4 . 2 * 2 2 [3 sin tjJ sin 2y F
0
(K')F2(K')+ (cos tjJ sin tjJ sin 2y -
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2 2 2 
-(K 1 + k + 2K 1k cos ljJ]i /4 . 2,1, e sin ~ sin 2y 
x 
2 2 2 
-(K 1 + k + 2K 1k COS ljJ]i /4 
e 
(5.39) 
- ; cosljJsinljJcosy:.- cosljJsin3ljJ cosy cos 2y) IF2 (K' )i
2K12sin ljJ 
X dy dljJ dK ' 
+ 
iE2k3i3V2 oo TI 2TI 2 2 
o J I I e-[K' 2+ k + 2kK'cos ljJ]i /4 
24n312 0 0 0 
x cosljJsinljJcosyF;(K')K' 2sinljJdy dljJ dK' (5.40) 
(5.41) 
Integration of equations (5.39) - (5.41) with respect to y yields 
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* < E E > 0 lx ly 
0 0 
0 (5.42) 
It should be observed that no use was made of the fact that kt >> 1 
in deriving equations (5.42). Hence they are valid for both Id>> 1 
and kt << 1 . 
The expressions for the mean-square components of the scattered 
field will now be obtained. Drawing on the development of Section 4.2, 
-it is known that the K integration in equations (5.33) - (5.35) can 
be restricted to the region where I K - k I= K' ~ ~ k with negligible 
error, provided kt >> 1 By restricting the K integration in this 
manner and then changing the variables of integration from K to w 
where w = t(K - k) , one finds that equations (5.33) - (5.35) assllllle 
00 TI 2TI 
f I I 
kt/2 0 0 
2 2 2 
-[w + k t + 2wld cos ~z/4 
e 
2 2 2 2 I w 
1
2 4 2 i 
- 2 cos ~ sin ~ cos 2y + 3 sin ~ cos 2y] F2 (I) + 3[cos ~ - 3 
. 2,,, 
- sin .,, cos 
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2 1 2 w 2 } +(cos iJ! - 3 - sin iJ! cos 2y)F2 (T)w sinljldi)! dy dK' 
(5.43) 
00 TI 2TI 
32TI3/ 2 I I I 
kJ,/2 0 0 
(5.44) 
00 TI TI 
8TI3/2 f f J 
k!l,/2 0 0 
2,/, . 2,i. 2 IF (W)i2 2 • ''' d d,/, d x cos o/sin o/ cosy 2 T w sin o/ y o/ w (5.45) 
Performing the y integrations in equations (5.43) - (5.45) and making 
the change of variables t = cos ljl, one finds that 
E0
2k3v 2 ( 
00 
l 2 2 2 
+ ___ Im I I e -[w + k 51, + 2wk51,t] /4 
12/TI 51,/2 -1 
(5. 46) 
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x I w 12 2 F2 Cy) w dt dw (5.47) 
00 1 
f f 
kJ,/2 -1 
-[w2+ k 2n2+ 2 '·nt]/4 2 4 2 
e N Wtu. [t -t llF2 (;)1 w2dt dw 
(5 . 48) 
8/TI 
By employing equations (4.77), (4.78), and (4.147), one can perform the 
t integrations in equations (5.46) - (5.48). Keeping only the highest 
order terms in w the following asymptotic expressions are obtained : 
(5.49) 
(5.50) 
(5.51) 
Again drawing on the development in Section 4.2, it is known 
that the major contribution to the integrals in equations (5.49) - (5.51) 
is derived from a relatively small neighborhood of w = I&, , and one 
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can use the same type of approximation for F (w) 
0 £ and that 
was used for in that section. In fact, the approximations fo r 
cM E~F and F2(f) are both given by equation (4.151): 
Using the additional approximations 
one finds that equations (5.49) - (5.51) become 
00 
2 2 2 2 
< I E I 2> '\, E k £ \) 
lxo 4/IT J 
U/2 
R 
-[w-k£]2/4 1- cos[(w-U)T] 
e { 2 } dw (w-U) 
Im{ j e-[w-ld]2/4 
U/2 
R R {sin [ ( w-U )£] + i _c_o_s_[ C_w_-_u_) i_l_-_1 
(w-U) (w-U) 
E2 2 oo 
'\, ~ I 
2v'TI k£/2 
R 
-[w-U]2/4 1 - cos[(w-U)T] 
e { 2 } dw (w-U) 
R 
-[w-k,Q,]2/4 1 - cos[(w-k£)T] 
e { (w-U)2 } dw 
(5.52) 
(5 . 53) 
(5 . 54) 
The lower limits on the integrals in equations (5.52) - (5 . 53) 
may be extended to - 00 without causing any appreciable error. Then 
making the change of variables R T = (w-U)T , one obtains 
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E2Uv2 
ex> cos T- 1 
0 I -T2£2/4R2 { } dT + _! E2 v 2 e T 9 0 6/7T 
- CX> 
( 5 . 55) 
12> 
E2Rv2 
00 
-T2£ 2 /4R2 {l < IE1 ~ 0 I - cos· T} dT k2,Q, 3 /TI e 2 Yo T (5 . 56) 
0 -00 
E2Rv2 
ex> 
12> ~ I -T2,Q,2/ 4R2 1-cos < IE1z 0 { T } dT e 2 . 0 2i v'TI T (5.57) 
- ex> 
Now from equations (4.154) and E4~1RRF one has 
for R/,Q, » 1 , 
0 
- ex> 
Thus, equations (5.55) - (5.57) become 
(5. 5 8) 
(5 . 59) 
(5.60) 
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Since k 2£R = (k£) 2 ~ >>> 1 , the second term on the right in equation 
(5.58) should be dropped so that the equation becomes 
4 
(5 . 61) 
Equations (5.59), (5.60), and (5.61) give the final expressions 
for the mean-square field components. These equations, together with 
equations (5.42), represent the results of the examination of the scat-
tered field at the center of the randomly-inhomogeneous sphere. 
Comparing the magnitudes of the field components, it can be seen 
that the magnitude of <IElx 12> is greater than that of < IE 12> ly 
4 0 
a factor of (k£) , and furthermore that the magnitude of 
is greater than that of < IE1z 1
2
> by a factor of 
0 
0 
The Born approximation is assumed to yield reliable results 
provided IE"
0
12 >> < IE1 (o) 1
2
> Since l'E
0
12 = 
< IE1 (o)l 2> ~ <IE1x 12> , this implies that 
0 
E2 , and since 
0 
This inequality is identical to the one which was derived in Section 
4.2A. 
5.3 Scattered Field for the Case of k£ << 1 
The mean-square components of the scattered field will now be 
by 
determined for the case where the correlation distance of the inhomo-
geneous dielectric is much less than the wavelength (it was shown in 
the previous section that the ensemble averages of all the products of 
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pairs of transverse components vanish). Asymptotic expressions for 
the mean-square components will be obtained for two cases, one being 
for k + 0 as R and £ remain fixed, and the other being for 
R + 00 as k and £ remain fixed. 
Using equations (5.14), (5.9), and the explicit expression for 
the correlation function, the following expressions can be obtained 
for the mean-square field components: 
TI 2n R/ £ TI 27T 
I I I I I 1-- 12 - p-p' e -Hk• (p-p') e 
0 0 0 0 0 
x 
x 
x 
x 
E2k3£3v2 
+ __;.o __ _ 
187T 
i£k•p 
e [2h (ldl.p)P (cos Q)- h2 (1.dl.p) 0 0 
(5.62) 
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2n R/ 9., 'IT 2'IT 
I I I I 1-- 12 e - p-p I -i9.,k• (p-p') e 
0 0 0 0 
x 
x sin 9 sin 9' d0 d9 dp d0' d9' dp' (5 . 63) 
R/9., 'IT 2'1T R/ .R, 'IT 2'1T 
f I f f f f e 1-- 12 - p-p I e -i9vk· (p-p') 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
x 
x sin 9 sin 9' d0 d0 dp d0' d9' dp'. (5.64) 
It should be noted that in using equation (5.14) the change in variables 
1- -p=yr,p' 
Now 
1-
= - r' 9., was made. 
h (k9vp) = =..!..__ eik9vp ' h2(k9vp) = [-i- - _3 __ 
0 k9vp k9.,p (k9vp) 2 
3i ] ek9.,p 
(k9vp) 3 
Then in a manner s:illlilar to that used in Section 4.3, it can be shown 
that as k + O, while R and .R, remain constant, the major contribu-
tion to the integrals in equations (5.62) - (5.64) is obtained from the 
-3i 
(kR-p)3 
On the 
ik.ep -3i 
e ' (kR-p I) 3 
other hand, as 
ik.ep I 
e 
R -+, oo 
terms of the second order Hankel funct i on . 
while k and 9., remain constant, the 
. ib i h i 1 f th 1 iktp 1 ik9vp' maJor . contr ut on to t e ntegra s comes rom e k9vp e , k.ep' e 
terms in the first and second order Hankel functions. Thus, 
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27T R/9, 7T 27T 
I I I I e 
'
-- 12 
- p-p' 
e 
Hk• (p-p') iil (p-p') 
e 
x 
x 
+ bi~O Re{Rf t 1 21 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
__!__sin 9 sin 9'd0 d9 dp d0' d9' dp' pp' 
x ~ sin e d0 de d~+ ! b~ v 2 
R/i 7T 27T __ 2 
. f J Je-IP-P'I -Hk• (p-p') e 
0 0 0 
x m~Ecos 9Fm~Ecos 9')sin 20 sin 20' p~D sin 9 sin 9' 
(5. 65) 
ik.11.(p-p') 
e 
x a0 ae ap a0' ae' ap'(5 . 66) 
E2V2 R/i 7T 27T R/.11. 7T 27T 
~ 1:7T2 I I I I I I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-I p-p' 12 -Hk· <"P-"P') 
e e 
iil(p- p ') 
e 
x P;(cos 9)P;(cos 9')cos 0 cos 0' --1. sin 9 sin 9'd0 d9 dp d0'd9'dp' 
pp 
(5 . 67) 
as k + 0 while R and JI. remain constant, and 
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2rr R/ Q, Tr 2Tr 
I I I I 1-- 12 - p-p' e -ilk• (p-p I) e 
0 0 0 0 
- P
0
(cos 9)P;(cos 9')cos 20'}pp'sin 9 sin 9' d0 d9 dp d0'd9'dp' 
b~kOt 2v 2 {RJ/Q, -p 2 
18Tr Re e 
0 
-it k• p ik,Q,p 
e e [2+P2 (cos 9) 
- ~ m~Ecos G)cos 20]p sin G d0 dG dp} + ~ b~ v 2 (5.68) 
2Tr R/ Q, Tr 2Tr 
I · I I I 1-- 12 - p-p I e -Hk• (p-p') e 
0 0 0 0 
ikt(p-p') P2( 9)P2( 9') i 2"' i 2"''pp I x e 2 cos 2 cos s n v s n v 
x sin 9 sin 9'd0 d9 dp d0'd9' dp' (5.69) 
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R/£ 7T 27T R/ £ 7T 27T E2k4£ 4v2 
<IE 12> 'V _o __ _ I I I I I I 
'
-- 12 
- p-p I 
e 
-i£k• (p-p') 
e 
lzo 1447T2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
x ik£ (p-p') 1 1 9' e P 2 (cos 9)P2 (cos 9')cos 0 cos 0'pp'sin 9 sin 
x d0 d9 dp d0' d9' dp' (5.70) 
as R + oo while k and £ remain constant. 
Now because -lp-p' 1
2 
e decreases very rapidly for l"P-"P' I > 1 , 
most of the contribution to integrals in equations (5.66), (5 . 67), (5 .69 ), 
(5.70) and the first integrals on the right-hand sides of equations 
(5.65) and (5.68) will occur in the region where IP - P'I is relatively 
small. Then since k£ << 1, one can make the approximations 
i £k•(p-p 1 ) l ikQ(p-p') n . 1 
e 'V , e v in those equations . For similar 
k h . . Hk•p n. 1 ikip 1 . h r easons, one can ma e t e approximations e v , e 'V in t e 
last integrals on the right in equations (5.65) and (5.68). The n using 
the expansion (see equation (4.178)) 
1
-- 12 
- p-p' 
e If in(2n+l)jn(-i2pp') 
n=ol 
x [m~l a m ~~~: P:(cos 9)P:(cos 9') cos m(0 - 0') J} , 
one finds that equations (5.65) - (5.70) become 
(n-m) ! 
(n+m)l 
R/£ 7T 27T R/£ 7T 27T 
I f f · f f f 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
x j (-i2pp')Pm(cos S)Pm(cos S')cos m(0-0')[4P 2 ( co s 9)P2 (cos 9') n n n 
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- 2P2 (cos 9')P;(cos 9)cos OMzp~D sin 9 sin 9' d~ d9 dp d0'd0'dp'} 
E2 2 R/i Tr 2Tr 
+ ~~ I I I 
0 0 0 
x 1:. sin 9 d0 d9 dp + .! E2v2 p 9 0 (5. 71) 
R/£ Tr 2rr R/ £ rr 2rr 
I J I · I I I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-(p2+p'2) m 2 
x e j (-i2pp')Pm(cos 9)P (cos 9')cos m(0-0')P2(cos 9) n n n 
x m~Ecos e')sin 20 sin 20' p~D sine sin e'd0 de dp d0'de'dp} (S.72) 
2 2 R/i Tr 2rr R/£ Tr 2rr 
<jElz 12> "'Eov I J I in(2n+l)a (n- m)! J I J • I I I 
o 16rr2 n=ol m=O m (n+m)! 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-( 2+ ,2) 1 
x e P p j (-i2pp')Pm(cos 9)Pm(cos 9')cos m(0-0')P2(cos 9) n n n 
x P;(cos 9')cos 0 cos 0' p~D sin 9 sin 9'd0 d9 dp d0' dB' dp}(S.73) 
as k + 0 while R and £ remain constant, and 
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R/£ TI 2TI R/£ TI 2TI 
~~~~:f I I· I I I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
x 
-(p 2+p' 2) j (-i2pp')Pm(cos Q)Pm(cos Q')cos m(0-0') {4P (cos Q) 
e n n n o 
2 2 
- 2P2 (cos Q)P2 (cos Q')cos 20' - 2P2 (cos Q')P2 (cos Q)cos 20] 
+ 2P
0
(cos Q)P2 (cos Q')+ 2P0 (cos Q')P2 (cos Q)-P0 (cos Q)P;(cos Q') 
x cos 20'- P
0
(cos 9')P;(cos 9)cos 20} pp'sin9 sin 9'd0 d9dp d0'd9'dp'} 
18TI 
R/£ TI 2TI 
I I f 
0 0 0 
x p sin Q d0 dQ dp + .!. E2 v 2 9 0 (5.74) 
R/£ TI 2TI R/£ TI 2TI 
I I J · I I J 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-( 2+ ,2) 2 2 
x e P p j (-i2pp')Pm(cos Q)Pm(cos Q')cos m(0-0')P2 (cos Q)P2 (cos Q' ) n n n 
x sin 20 sin 20'pp' sin 9 sin 9' d0 d9 dp dMDd9DdpD~ (5 . 75) 
x 
x 
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(n-m) I 
(n+m) I 
R/i TI 2TI R/i TI 2TI 
I I I · I I I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-(p2+p'2) 1 
e j (-i2pp')Pm(cos 9)Pm(cos 9 1 )cos m(0-0 ')P2 (cos 9) n n n 
m~Ecos G')cos 0 cos 0' pp 'sin e sin G' d0 dG dp dMDddDdpD~EpKTSF 
as R + 00 while k and i remain constant. When the angular i nte -
grations are performed, equations (5.71) - (5.76) become 
_4E2 2 R/i R/i 2 2 
< I Elx 12> rv --~-yF- I f e-(p +p' ) j OE-iOppDF~p dp' +..!. E2v 2 pp 9 0 
0 0 0 
< IE 12> 'V - 3Eiv2 T T -(p2+p I 2) jOE-iOppDF~ dp e ly PP 
0 0 0 
-3E2v 2 R/i R/i 
-(p2+p I 2) 
<IE 12> 'V 0 f f j 2 (-i2pp I) p~ I dp 5 e lz 0 0 0 
as k + O while R and i remain constant, and 
( 2 I 2 ) 
e- P +p [Sj (-i2pp') 
0 
- j2(-i2pp ')]pp'dp dp' + 9 
(5. 77) 
dp' (5.78) 
dp' (5.79) 
(5.80) 
E2k4 0 4 2 R/ .Q, R/t ~-lkyF I I 
15 0 0 
E2k4 0 4 2 R/ .Q, R/.Q, ~- 0 N \) I I 
15 0 0 
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( 2+ I 2) 
e- p p j (-i2pp')pp'dp dp ' (5 . 81) 
2 
-(p2+p'2) 
e j 2 (-i2pp' ) pp'dp dp' (5 . 82) 
as R + oo while k and .Q, remain constant. 
The integrals t hat appear in equations (5. 77 ) - 5.82) were 
encounter ed earlie r and their values are given by equations (4 . 223) , 
(4 . 224), and (4 . 225). Substitution of these values into equations 
(5. 77 ) - (5.82) yields 
<IE 12> 
F. 2\)2 
~ 0 lx 5 0 
(5.83) 
< IE 12> 
E2V2 
~ 0 
ly 15 0 
(5.84) 
E2 2 
< IE 12> 
, \) 
~ 0 lz 15 0 
(5 . 85) 
as k + 0 while R and .Q, remain constant, and 
< IE 12> 
2h E2k 4Rv 2 t 3 E2v 2 (1 - k2.Q, 2) 
~ 0 + 
0 
lx 15 9 0 
(5.86) 
<IE 12> 
/TI E2k 4.Q, 3RV2 
~ 0 
ly 60 0 
(5 . 87) 
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(5.88) 
as R + 00 while k and ~ remain constant. Now the second term on 
the right-hand side of equation (5.86) becomes negligible in compari-
son to the first as R + oo and should be dropped. Thus, 
(5.89) 
as R + 00 while k and i remain constant. 
Equations (5.83) - (5.85) and (5.87) - (5.89) are the final 
expressions for the mean-square components at the center of the 
randomly-inhomogeneous sphere for the case where k2 << 1 • To com-
plete the results it should also be recalled that the ensemble average 
of any pair of transverse components vanishes, which means that the 
transverse components are uncorrelated. 
Comparing equations (5.83) - (5.85) with (5.87) - (5.89), it 
can be seen that the ratio of their magnitudes is on the order of 
l:k4i 3R • Thus, if 1 >> k4i 3R, one should use equations (5.83) -
(5.85) to obtain the mean square field components, while if k4~Po >> 1 
then equations (5.87) - (5.89) should be employed. Neither set of 
4 3 
equations will be accurate for the case where k i R ~ 1 • 
Finally, in order to have confidence in the reliability of 
the Born approximation, one should require that j"E
0
j2 >> jE1 (o)j 2 • 
Assuming k 4t 3R >> 1, this requirement is equivalent to 
v2 << 1 
k4i 3R 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Using the Born approximation in solving the vector wave 
equation, this work studies the far-zone scattered electric field 
when electric and magnetic dipoles are surrounded by spherical 
volumes of randomly-inhomogeneous dielectric media, and it also 
examines the electric field at the center of a randomly-inhomogeneous 
sphere when a plane wave is incident upon it. 
It is found that the inhomogeneities give rise to depolarized 
components in the electric field (components transverse to the origi-
nal field vector). It is also found that the transverse components of 
the scattered field are uncorrelated. 
For the problem in which a dipole is situated at the center 
of the inhomogeneous sphere, it is shown that the magnitude of the 
mean-square depolarized component (which is transverse to the direction 
of propagation) is l~ss than that of the polarized component by a 
factor of (l<l.) 2 when Id >> 1 • When Id << 1 , the mean-square mag-
nitudes of the components are found to be nearly the same and the 
mean-square 0 component is found to be independent of the polar 
angle e 
0 
In both cases, the presence of inhomogeneities results in 
the elimination of nulls in the radiation pattern. 
For the problem in which the scattered electric field is 
being examined at the center of the sphere upon which a plane wave is 
incident, two depolarized components are produced, one parallel to the 
direction of propagation of the plane wave and one transverse to it. 
Whe n k £ >> 1 , the magnitude of the mean-square depolarized component 
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parallel to the direction of propagation is a factor of (ki) 2 less 
than that of the polarized component, and the magnitude of the other 
mean-square depolarized component is less than that of the polarized 
component by a factor of (ki) 4 • When ki << 1 , all three components 
have nearly the same mean-square magnitudes. 
In both problems, it is found that the magnitudes of the mean-
square polarized components are greater when ki >> 1 than when 
ki << 1 . 
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APPENDIX A 
USEFUL EXPRESSIONS AND EXPANSIONS 
A.l Spherical Hankel and Bessel Functions 
In the text of this work, use is made of spherical Hankel and 
Be ssel functions. Listed below are explicit expressions and asymptot ic 
approximations for some of these functions. 
(i) Spherical Hankel Functions of the First Kind 
h (kr) 
0 
-i ikr 
=- e kr 
[- .!___ _ __l-_] eikr 
kr (kr)2 
h 2 (kr) 
i 3 3i ] [--
(kr) 2 kr (kr) 3 
h3 (kr) [-1- + 
6i 15 
= 
(kr) 3 kr (kr) 2 
(ii) Spherical Bessel Functions 
j (kr) = - 1- sin kr 
o kr 
ikr 
e 
15i ] 
(kr) 4 
1 1 
- -- sin kr - -- cos kr 
(kr)2 kr 
ikr 
e 
= [ - .!___ + 3 3 ] sin kr -
3 
cos kr 
k r (kr) (kr) 2 
[- 6 + 15 4]sin kr+ [kl -
15 
3 Jcos kr (kr) 2 (kr) r (kr) 
(A. l) 
(A. 2) 
(A.3) 
(A. 4 ) 
(A . 5) 
(A.6) 
(A. 7) 
(A. 8) 
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(iii) Asymptotic Expressions for Spherical Hankel and Bessel 
Functions 
1. kr + oo 
i h (kr) - - e kr 0 
1 h1(kr) "' - - e kr 
h 2 (kr) "' 
i 
kr 
h3 (kr) "' 
1 
kr 
2. kr + 0 
h (kr) 
0 
-i 
"' -kr 
"' -i 
(kr) 2 
-3i "'_...;.. __ 
(kr) 3 
lL(kr) "' -15i 
--::i (kr) 4 
e 
e 
ikr 
ikr 
ikr 
ikr 
j (kr) 1 sin =-
0 kr 
j 1 (kr) 
-1 
"' - cos kr 
j 2 (kr) 
-1 
"' - sin kr 
j 3 (kr) 
1 
"' kr cos 
j (kr) "' 1 0 
j 1 (kr) "' k; 
(kr) 2 
"' ->---<--15 
kr 
kr 
kr 
kr 
An integral involving spherical Hankel and Bessel functions 
which will prove to be quite useful is 
r 
J t 2an(kt)bn(k1t)dt k2- k2 [kan+l(kt)bn(k1t)- k1an(kt)bn+l(k1t)] 
1 
2 
r 
(A. 9) 
where a and b denote any two linear combinations of spherical 
n n 
Bessel or Hankel functions of order n, and where 
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Expression (A.9) can be verified by using the following equation 
from the N.B.S. Handbook [25]: 
r 
J EkO~ ki)t A\J(kt) Bv(k1t)dt 
are any linear combinations of cylindrical Bessel or 
Hankel functions of order v. 
Dividing this by k 2- ki, assuming 
r 
k 2 ~ k2 , one obtains 1 
f t Av(kt) Bv(k1t)dt r = k2- k2 [k Av-l-1 (kr) B\J(kr)- k1 Av(kr) Bv-1-l(k1r)]. 
1 
(A.10) 
Now spherical Bessel and Hankel functions of order n are 
related to cylindrical Bessel and Hankel functions by 
dn (kr) = -/i[; Dn+l/2 (kr) (A.11) 
where dn is a spherical Bessel or Hankel function and Dn+ljz is 
a cylindrical one. Then by letting \J = n + ~ in equation (A.10) and 
using equation (A.11), one obtains 
(A.12) 
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or, after simplification, 
which is equation (A.9). 
A.2 Legendre Polynomials and Associated Legendre Polynomials 
A number of Legendre polynomials and associated Legendre 
polynomials are used in the text. Explicit expressions for these poly-
nomials are listed here. 
P (cos g) 1 (A.13) 
0 
P1 (cos g) = cos g (A.14) 
1 g) sin g (A.15) P1 (cos = 
P2 (cos g) l[3 
2 l] (A.16) cos g -2 
1 P2 (cos g) 3 sin g cos g (A.17) 
2 g) 3 2 (A.18) P 2 (cos = sin g 
The following orthogonality relationship for Legendre poly-
nomials is frequently employe d: 
1T 
J 
0 { 
On~l 
g)sin g ag = 0 
(n+m)! 
(n-m)! if 
if 
(A.19) 
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A.3 Expansion of a Plane Wave in Spherical Waves 
Consider a plane wave given by ik • r e where 
r = r sin Q cos 0 e + r sin Q sin 0 e + r cos Q e k = k sin Q' 
x y z' 
x cos 0' e + k sin Q'sin 0' e + k cos Q'e 
x y z 
one obtains the following expansion: 
ik • r 
e 
00 
l 
n=O 
Then from Stratton [26] 
x cos m(0-0')] (A. 20) 
where 
a 
m {~ m = 0 m =f 0 
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APPENDIX. B' 
JUSTIFICATION FOR THE EXTENSION OF THE LIMITS OF A CERTAIN INTEGRAL 
In evaluating the integral 
I 
R/t R/t 
J J 
2 2 
e-(x + Y) j 1 (-i2xy) dx dy (B. l) 
0 0 
in Section 4.3A, it was asserted that the upper limits of the integral 
could be extended from R/t to 00 without producing a significant 
error, provided that R/t >>> 1 . This will now be demonstrated. 
Let 
00 00 
I' J J (B. 2) 
0 0 
and let 
I" E I - I' (B. 3) 
so that I= I' - I" . If it can be shown that the magnitude of I" 
is negligible in comparison to that of I' , then the assertion will 
be proved. To b~gin with, one has 
I" = I I (B. 4) 
s 
where S is the region of the first quadrant of the x-y plane 
exterior to the square whose vertices are the points (O,O), (O,R/t), 
(R/9,,R/t), (R/t,O) . Now 
j 1 (-i2xy) 
Let 
so that 
Then 
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i[sinh 2 xy _ cosh 2xy] -i 2xy 1+ e - 4xy 
4 2 2 2xy = """'2 e [ 2xy x y 
g(t) = 
j 1 (-i2xy) 
I" 
1 + e-2t 
t 
1 - -2t e 
-t e2xy g(2xy) 
I I 
s 
2 
-(x-y) g(2xy)dx dy , 
e 
-4xy 1- e 
2 2 ] 
4x y 
(B. 5) 
(B. 6) 
Let region S be divided into three subregions as shown in Figure 
B.1 . Then 
and hence 
I I" I 
Consider 
2 
e-(x-y) g(2xy)dx dy - ~ I I 
Sz 
2 
-(x-y) 
e 
2 
e-(x-y) g(2xy)dx dy 
g(2xy)dx dy 
e-(x-y)
2
!g(2xy)!dx dy + ~ J J 
s2 
2 
e-(x-y) lg(2xy)ldx dy 
2 
e-(x-y) lg(2xy)!dx dy 
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R/.l 
R/.l 
Figure B.1. Subregions of Integration for Integral I" 
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00 
.9y 
J 
0 
2 
e-(x-y) lg(2xy)!dx dy. 
2 
e-(x-y) lg(2xy) !dx dy J 
R/9. 
A few computations reveal that 0 .. g(t) < 2 for t ~ 0 . Hence, 
J J 
2 00 .9y 2 
e-(x-y) lg(2xy)!dx dy < 2 J J -(x-y) dx dy e 
sl R/'l 0 
Making the change of variables t = . 9y - x y = y , one obtains 
2 
e-(x-y) lg(2xy)!dx dy < 
00 
.9y 2 
J 
2 
~ 2 -.Oly dy f e-t e 
R/'l 0 
00 .9y 
2 J J 
2 
-(t+ .ly) 
e 
R/'l 0 
00 
f 
2 
dt ~ 2 -.Oly dy e 
R/'l 
00 
/TI J 
2 
= 
-.Oly e . 
R/'l 
dt dy 
00 
f -t2 e 
0 
dy 
Making the change of variable T = y - R/9, , one has 
00 
Ii f -.Ol(T - R/£) 2 e dT 
0 
00 
dt 
~ e-.OlR / 9., e-.OlT dT =5Tie-.01R / 9., < 20e-.01R /9., • (B.8) 2 2 J 2 2 2 2 2 
0 
In exactly the same manner, one can show that 
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2 
e-(x-y) jg(2xy) jdx dy < 2 2 20e-.01R /Q, (B. 9) 
Now consider 
00 l.ly 
J 
2 
e-(x-y) jg(2xy)jdx dy 
2 
e-(x-y) jg(2xy)j J 
. 91 R/Q, • 9y 
It ib apparent from examining the expression for g(t) given in equa-
tion (B.5) that 0 < g(t) < 2/t for t > 5 Then since it is 
assumed that R/Q, >> 5 , one has 
But since 
2 
-(x-y) 
e 
x ~ .9y 
jg(2xy)jdx dy < 
in 82 , then 
J f 
2 
e-(x-y) jg(2xy)jdx dy < 
00 l.ly 
J J 
2 
e-(x-y) .!__ dx dy . 
xy 
.91 R/Q, .9y 
l/xy ~ 1. l/y2 in s2 , and hence 
00 1.ly 
f J 
2 
-(x-y) 1.1 dy e -- dx 2 
82 .91 R/Q, .9y y 
00 
< 1.1 J 
.91R/Q, 
~ 
2 y 
00 
J e-x
2
dx 1.21 lif Q,/R < 4Q,/R (B.10) 
-00 
Substituting the val~es of equations (B.8), (B.9), and (B.10) 
into the inequality (B.7), one finds that 
2 2 I I" I < 20e -. OlR /Q, + 2Q,/R • (B .11) 
Now if R/Q, > 30 (and it will be assumed that this is the case), then 
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2 2 
20e-.OlR /i < i/R • Hence, from equation (B.11), one has 
I I" I < 3t R (B.12) 
From equation (4.200) one finds that I = -i/2 • Thus if R/t >>> 1 , 
the magnitude of I" is negligible when compared to that of I , and 
therefore the assertion on extending the limits of the integral is 
proved. 
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